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FIRSTWORD
By James D. Watson

imDrugs may be
developed by researchers to

correct deficiencies

within genes that cause
genetic errors, and
perhaps defective genes
may someday be
replaced by healthy ones3

When the United States declared its

Independence from England in 1.776,

most maps of North America did. not

include California, now one of the most
populous, diverse, and wealthy states

in the nation. Only after the Civil War
were California and the American West
carefully and systematically mapped
out. Expeditions and surveys laid. the

foundation for renewed exploration of

the vast resources available to Ameri-

cans in the great West.

As the Nineties begin, we are poised

to mount a similar effort of even greater

importance—to construct the genetic

map of humans; to chart the mysteries

encoded in the 50,000 to 100,000

genes that make up our bodies.

The human genome represents all

genetic material that composes a living

person. The chemical composition of

this material consists entirely of DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid), the hereditary

molecule arranged into working units

called genes. Mapping the genome
consists of locating every gene on the

23 pairs of our chromosomes squeezed
into the nucleus of every cell and
sequencing the 3 billion DNA subunits

that make up each gene.

The Human Genome Project

hatched out of passionate debates
during the past several years. The
success of the project is a shared
commitment among Congress, the Na-
tional Institutes of Health, the U.S.

Department of Energy, and many for-

eign governments. To mediate the

logistics of this large international coop-
eration, the Human Genome Or-

ganization was founded. The expected
cost of this extensive biological op-
eration is $3 billion ($1 for every sub-

unit in the DNA chain) over the next 15

years. Unlike other federally funded
megaprojects, such as the Apollo moon
program, the benefits will begin as
soon as data start coming in. We won't

have to wait for the completion of the

genome to reap the benefits.

This is indeed an expensive endeav-
or, but the rewards from mapping the

genome will be widespread. By defin-

ing the structure of DNA, researchers

will be able to identify inherited patterns

or specific markers on the DNA strand

that indicate the source of hereditary

diseases. Many''of the disorders that

dominate our world, such as heart

disease, cancer, arthritis, alcoholism,

and mental illness, may be caused by
genetic abnormalities.

As we analyze the information hidden

within the chemical composition of

every gene in the human body, the role

of medicine will shift from treatme'nt to

prevention. For instance, genetic analy-

sis of a newborn may be used to screen

for a wide range of genetic disorders.

-Whenever a defect is found, the child

may be protected from illness by the

proper diet or by avoiding environmen-

tal hazards. Mapping the human
genome will also give doctors the tools

to test adults for vulnerability to certain

diseases before symptoms appear.

And eventually drugs may be devel-

oped to correct deficiencies within

genes that cause genetic errors, and
perhaps defective genes may someday
be replaced by healthy ones.

In order to fish a single gene out of

the sea of genetic material in the body's

cells, however, the pioneers exploring

the genetic frontier must first push the

limits of existing technology. New
methods of automation must be culti-

vated before we can fulfill the goals of

the. genome project. These technologi-

cal improvements (primarily advances
in engineering) are already being creat-

ed, A new technology that promises to

help interpret data gathered from se-

quencing will scan the chemical

composition of sequenced DNA and
pick up patterns that will indicate

common genetic functions.

The venture to map the human
genome, however, is not withou: i's

dangers. We have already witnessed

the violent abuse of genetics in the

name of eugenics and racial hygie-ie

(the hideous genocide of Jews in Nazi

Germany) earlier in this century. I he
eugenics movement was initiated in if e

Twenties in Britain and the United

States, where its supporters attemoicJ

to alter the human stock by controlled

breeding through sterifization and iai\s

to prevent racial intermarriages.

The shadows of past abuses bom n
the background of genetic research

We can prevent such atrocities 'mm
recurring if scientists, doctors, end
society at large refuse to cede control of

genetic discoveries to those who woi.ld

misuse them. And one day laws mes!
be passed to protect individuals Irorr

harm that might occur from viola: or of

medical confidentiality (between

patients and their physicians), resulting

from genetic profiles.

We are far more than our genes cut

understanding our genes is extraordi-

narily important. How else can wn
understand what transforms a normal

cell into one that indulges in unreguiat

ed growth to become a cancer? How
else can we combat Alzheimer's dis-

ease, arthritis, or disorders of immunty
that result more from "the enemies
within" than from infections arising from

external sources? The fruits of o.jr

labors will be masses of information

about the most important set of instruc-

tions we can ever study—the human
genome. The resulting mountain of

knowledge will.be mined for centuries,

as we strive to conquer disease. DO
James D. Watson, a pioneer in genetics,

received the Nobel prize in medicine in 1962
for cociiscovering the structure of DNA
Today he has a new challenge as director of

the Human Genome Project.
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^% I hat is pop culture? Sounds
I like such a simple question,Uw but ask it at a party or a

baseball game, in a bar—or during an

editorial meeting—and you'll spark

a lively debate. And some people will

go on for days, like Omni senior editor

Murray Cox, who coordinated this

month's issue. "Pop culture is Paula

Abdul and bikini bottoms with a message
like save oun beaches," he says. "Throw

in Barbara Kruger's postcards and
Franco Moshino's fashion creations. Don't

lorget MTV, De La Soul, rap chic, world

beat—and, of course, attitude, the

only thing to hold on to in the conglom-

eration ol very quick takes of pop."

Richard Nalley ("Changing Channels,"

page 55} yearns for reruns of the

popular late Fifties television game snow
Queen for a Day, in which housewives

vied for prizes by recounting their tales of

woe and misfortune. A nationally syndi-

cated columnist, Nalley also writes

for The New York Times, The Nation,

and Travel and Leisure.

For "Rock Stars Score the Future"

(page 42) Melanie Menagh and Steven

Mills clocked hundreds of hours on

British Telecom and the British rail to peg
pop idols' views of tomorrow's music.

"And we discovered that the legacy

of British music is in good hands," reports

Mills, who writes.about music and
the arls for The Face and other British

publications. Menagh's work has

appeared in Vanity Fair. And as a team

a owni

they are the coauthors of travel guide-

books on London, Ireland, and Great

Britain (Bantam Books).

Glenn O'Brien (Interview, page 66) is

Interview magazine's editor at large.

Although the magazine started by pop
artist Andy Warhol may be the epitome

of pop culture, O'Brien admits he

hasn't been keeping up with the latest

trends. "I haven't even seen the Teenage

Mutant Ninja Turtles' film yet," he says.

Craig Bromberg (Forum, page 12)

writes on the subject of popular culture

lor such publications as The New
Yorker and The Los Angeles Times. He's

the author of The Wicked Ways of

Malcolm McLaren (Harper & Row).

Readers interested in the art of

Marshall Arisman (Pictorial, page 60)

can see more of his work in Frozen

Images (Visual Arts Press) and Heaven
Departed (Vision Publications).

Freelance writer Kimberly French

(Earth, page 28) specializes in Ihe

subject of endangered species, with

work featured in The Boston Globe,

Yankee, and other publications.

The science editor of Bodywatch, a

public-television health program, Doug
Starr (Artificial Intelligence, page 22)

also contributes to Audubon and Inter-

national Wildlife magazines.

Joei Davis (Body, page 24), who has

written for Astronomy, New Scientist,

and other sc ence magazines, -s the

author of six books, including Mapping
the Code (John Wiley, fall 1990).

A California resident, T. A. Heppen-
heimer (Stars, page 18) penned The

Coming Quake (Times Books, 1988).

Science Digest and High Technology

have featured articles with his byline.

C, L. Hauswald (Space, page 26)

teaches gifted children in an Illinois

elementary school and believes it's

important for them to learn about the

environment, She has used Ray
Bradbury's science-fiction story "All

Summer in a Day," for example, to

creatively illustrate the consequences of

the greenhouse effect. Her articles in

Parents magazine and The Chicago

Tribune, however, are nol required

reading for her students.

John Rubin personally battles

anchoring, a psychological phenomenon
that distorts our numerical calculations

(Mind, page 20): Currently in the market

for a house, he has had his fill of real

estate agents spewing numbers. When
not producing public-television

documentaries, he writes for The Los

Angeles Times and Psychology Today.

"Over Flat Mountain" (page 48) is

science-fiction author Terry Bisson's first

short story. His novels include Talking

Man (Avon Books) and Voids to the Red
Planet, to be published in July by

William Morrow.

Joni K. Miller (Arts, page 32) loves to

eat and shop. She combines both

activities in her book True Grits: A
Southern Food Mail Order Catalog

(Workman Publishing, July 1990).OQ
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A Sound Mind in a Sound Body
The human mind is more powerful than

most realize, but thanks to extensive

clinical research in the past 30 years

many health professionals are begin-

ning to realize the powerful connection

between mind and body. Thank you for

your articles that discuss such research

findings [March 1990], They are very

much appreciated by those of us who
strive to improve the workings of the

body by healing the mind.

Jami Lee Larsen

Boulder, CO

Return of the Native American
The interview with Alfonso Ortiz in the

March 1990 issue was one of the best

things I have ever read. In these

troubled days we could all learn from

native Americans' wisdom and forgot-

ten way of life.

R. G. Moushabad
Edmonton, Alberta

Political Science

Fang Lizhi [First Word, March 1990]

proposes a laudable thesis, but it may
contain an unintended invitation to

complacency for Western readers.

Fang notes that in his native country,

embracing "science's spirit and
method" has not automatically led to

embracing democracy. We must not

assume that appreciation of democra-

cy commutatively confers appreciation

of science's method.

Carl Madsen
Defiance, OH

The Truth About Fiction

As a writer of fiction for the past seven
years, I have often decried the dimin-

ished number of forums for quality

fiction. As such, you can imagine how
impressed I was upon reading "The

Sadness of Detail" by Jonathan Carroll

[February 1990] and "The Power and
the Passion" by Pat Cadigan [March

1990], Excellent, excellent! I hope you

"continue to carry this high quality of

provocative fiction. All I would hope for

is to see even more stories in future

issues of Omni. I will certainly keep
reading your fiction pieces.

George P. Daugird

Miami

Buddhist's Delight

I liked your "Masters of the Universe"

[March 1990], but one statement in the

article, made by David Bohm, left me
wondering. He acknowledges that the

observer and the observed cannot be

separated but postulates that a quark

counter can avoid this difiiculty by

using a machine to count. This sounds

like a delightfully simple solution to what
could be a very basic dilemma. But is it

really? We may learn more about a

person from the'qustions he asks than

one could ever glean from the replies

he receives. Do we find reality by

looking at how answers are demanded?
Or is it more reasonable to realize that

we see our own reflections when
mechanical surrogates report to us?

Bruce Clements
Falls Church, VA

I enjoyed reading Pamela Weintraub's

article "Masters of the Universe," but

as a practicing Buddhist, I'd like to call

your readers' attention to a common
mistake that, despite Weintraub's good
intentions, inevitably made its way into

her writing. Describing the teachings of

Buddhism, she relies on stock phrases

such as cosmic consciousness, the

true inner self, and waves of endless

peace. Such cliches are part of our

Western misconceptions about the

diverse cultures that we lump under the

term Eastern. As far as I know, no
Buddhist teacher would ever use the

term cosmic consciousness, at least

not with a straight face. To give her

credit, Weintraub ends the article on a
much less spacey and more genuine

note. As she points out, our culture is

still fairly naive about spiritual matters

by and large. For myself, one of the best

things I've learned is that ordinary life

can be pretty cosmic!

Jeffrey Grygny
Dallas DQ



You always come back to the basics. J



LAMBADAMIZING CULTURE

FDRUfUl
By Craig Bromberg

It
was meant io be a supreme moment

in American popular culture, an

Oscar night that would welcome an

international audience in more than

25 million homes to an American
spectacle. Celebrities were stationed

around the world, and through the

magic of satellite technology, the entire

world could participate in America's

annual ritual salute to Hollywood.

In Buenos Aires, Charlton Heston was
standing by to announce the documen-

tary awards. Oscar host Billy Crystal

asked how Heston felt after his 7,000-

mile journey to the land of the pampas.
Was he ready to dance the lambada?

"The lamamba?" croaked Heston,

mispronouncing the word. "I can't even

say it, much less dance it."

Just last year, one would have been

hard-pressed to find anyone who thought

that a Bolivian song performed by a
group of mostly Senegalese musicians

and packaged by two Frenchmen as

a Brazilian dance craze would become
a worldwide pop phenomenon. But

with the stunning success of "Lambada,"

no one will ever again doubt global

pop's burgeoning power.

Global popular culture—not just a
new style of music but an entire philos-

ophy of markets and technologies

—

wasn't invented overnight. But global pop
isn't corporate one-worldism; it is a

deliberate and sustained marketing

campaign by the behemoths of interna-

tional manufacturing to capitalize on

their planetary resources. As marketing

guru Theodore Levitt wrote in his 1983

essay "The Globalization of Markets":

"Widespread communication and travel

pound the same constant drumbeat
of modern possibilities into the human
consciousness everywhere, particularly

the possibilities to lighten and enhance

work, to raise living standards, and

to divert and entertain. Modernity is not

only the wish but also the widespread

practice, even among those who cling

with philistine passion or religious fervor

to ancient attitudes and heritages."

The more tensions subside around

the world, the more corporations seek

12 OMNI

opportunities to achieve a global scale

by standardizing their products. Ironi-

cally, as the world shrinks for consumers,

it is becoming bigger for the interna-

tional conglomerates, which, thanks to

the quickening pace of travel and
communications, now have that many
more consumers for the latest design

trends—not only in New York, Paris, and
Tokyo, but also in Rio de Janeiro,

Abidjan, Nairobi, and Johannesburg.

Such thinking is relatively common
among manufacturers of automobiles,

dishwashers, light bulbs, steel, tires,

pharmaceuticals, computers, petroleum,

and so on ad infinitum. As long as

people in Singapore, Houston, Lyons,

and Buenos Aires have the same needs
for the same products, it makes sense

to sell one version of the same product

throughout the world, changing only

the advertising, brand names, and
(sometimes) packaging to suit the

demands of differing national identities.

It simply doesn't pay to customize

products when consumers would rather

have one standardized product that,

Are we producing a single world culture?

produced in worldwide quantities, can

be sold at lower cost. To these compa-
nies the world is a single entity in which

consumers everywhere want the same
things, no matter how rich or poor their

countries may be.

Take, for example, a globally marketed

and produced product like the Gillette

Sensor, a razor introduced worldwide

this year. The Sensor was designed by

a team that combined marketing and

design to create a product that could sell

all over the world. Advertising for the

Sensor varies according to (he country

—

brand names may even differ—but

the product itself remains unchanged
and can sell internationally, thanks

to Gillette's immense distributing muscle

and the unceasing demand of con-

sumers worldwide for a low-priced razor

that won't turn a man's face into a

bloody battlefield.

Until recently, despite intensive inter-

national distribution, the entertainment

industry has stayed within the confines

of its home markets. There may be
some Indian films, for example, that are

popular in Great Britain, South Africa,

Asia, and pockets of the United States,

but by and large, these films aren't

made for the global market; they've only

been sold globally.

A similar pattern can be found in

fashion. There are a few global markets,

it is true: Levis are a planetary success

story. Bui what about high fashion?

Jean-Paul Gaultier's latest fashions barely

have a market inside the Western

world's capitals, much less in the vast

global marketplace. There are some
fashions that are designed from the start

to be manufactured and sold globally

—

Pierre Cardin is manufactured in China

and the Soviet Union as well as France

and Hong Kong, among other coun-

tries—but by and large the only clothes

that have truly global markets are those

that compose the international uniform of

young people around the world: jeans,

T-shirts, and sneakers. These are the

only garments that seem to allow for the

extreme homogeneity that global

markets demand.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14



^People everywhere now want—or at least believe

they need—democracy, computers, jazz, pizza, faxes,

Walkmen, cars, and popular music.^

In pop music, however, the situation

is somewhat different. Just a few years

ago, when the critical tom-toms started

sounding for Afrobeat, the biggest hits

were scored by such artists as Paul

Simon, Peter Gabriel, Malcolm McLaren,

and Talking Heads' David Byrne, who
attempted (with varying degrees of

success) to create a global pop hybrid.

Undoubtedly, there has been a

dramatic internationalization of the

technology and marketing of world

music: Today you can walk into a well-

stocked record slore almost anywhere in

the world and find Bon Jovi and U2
sitting cheek by jowl with the latest

releases from Brazil's Milton Nascimento,

Mali's Salif Keita, and a host of other

singers from different countries, all

recorded using the same intricate

production methods, 64-track studios,

producers, session musicians, and
technology that can be found in the

world's capitals.

Still, it takes more than inventive

packaging to make a truly global hit.

Take, for example, the zouk music

of Kassav, a group of Guadeioupian

musicians who met in Paris in 1978.

Named after a Creole word for "action

party," zouk was a deliberate attempt to

create a new stew from ancient rhythms

of Western Africa and the Antilles. On
Kassav's album Vini Pou, American funk,

Yoruban tribal rhythms, salsa piano,

the jangly high-life guitar of Soweto, Hai-

tian voodoo rituals, and even old colonial

rhythms like European beguines, qua-

drilles, and mazurkas have been put

through a global blender of advanced
synthesizers and Parisian production •

techniques. It is the perfect high-tech

melange, a steamy brew of polyrhythms

and horn riffs. But outside Senegal,

the Antilles, and Paris, where zouk is a
dance-floor sensation, it has not been

easy for Kassav to connect with the kind

of massive audiences that get record

companies to sit up and pay attention.

Global hybridization may work for Paul

Simon and David Byrne, crossing from

First to Third World, but it requires

more than fertile soil for an artist going

in the opposite direction to plant himself

firmly with a global audience.

Of course, the hybridization of Western

music with African rhythms cannot

single-handedly cause a global pop
market to come into being. Digital

sampling instruments such as the

Fairlight piano, the Synclavier, and a

host of MIDI instruments can clone

a sound from any source and convert

it into the notes of a musical scale.

And such technology has now made it

possible for musicians to access entirely

new libraries of sounds—from those

of the kora, an ancient Malian harp lute,

to the balaphon, a wood xylophone

—

never before heard in Western music.

Likewise Africans who have long been
masters of basic rock and roll electric

instrumentation can now add punch to

their pop, keeping right in stride with

their colleagues from more developed
countries. Moreover, digital technology

and fiberoptic telephone lines—already

in place throughout Japan, much of

the United States, and Europe—make
possible nearly instantaneous transmis-

sion with little or no appreciable loss

of fidelity.

Technology has also helped spread

global pop at the playback stage.

After all, who needs an expensive stereo

system when everyone can own an

inexpensive Walkman or portable

compact disc player?

But even these devices are doomed:
As the bandwidth of fiberoptic technol-

ogy grows wider and wider, we will

be able to pipe music, music videos,

and feature-length movies through

the telephone lines directly onto home
stereo units. Record and video rental

stores will slowly become extinct.

As Stewart Brand has written in his

book The Media Lab, "Information

wants to be free." There is no stopping

the current pace of our interconnected-

ness. People everywhere now want

—

or at least believe they need—democ-
racy, computers, jazz, pizza, faxes,

Walkmen, cars, and popular music.

Desire has been homogenized, and as

Mikhail Gorbachev has already found

out—and as rulers of China belated-

ly realized when thousands of students

converging on Tiananmen Square

arranged to get their news to and from

the West via fax—communication now
aims at total instantaneity, total popularity.

This goes for governments just as it

does for pop culture.

Of course, there will always be

naysayers. Do the scattered peasants

and tribes of the world really need to be
on top of the charts? Will they ever

miss not having heard of Milli Vanilli or

New Kids on the Block? (Most definitely

not.) Won't the convergence of

global desires lead to a loss of individu-

ality, the homogenization of identity

as well as of markets? My God, we'll all

be lambadamized.
History, however, shows that not to be

true. As Chris May and Chris Stapleton,

authors of African All-Stars, write, "Since

the 1930's, the forms that have had
the biggest impact in Africa have all

come from there in the first place:

calypso, reggae, and most significantly,

rumba. Today's funk and electro music

... are the latest in a long line of musics

that owe their basic thrust to Africa."

Global pop may only render back
to Africa what, in fact, has long been
Africa's due.

So watch out, world: Global pop will

not be stopped. Unless, of course,

Charlton Heston messes up his lines on

Oscar night next year.OQ



By'T. A. Heppenheimer

mobody wanted them—or so it

seemed. And why should they?

With few exceptions, X-ray

astronomers working on data from the

HEAO 2 (High Energy Astronomical

Observatory) satellite thought that its

2,500 tapes of observations had been

picked clean. The remains, which

amounted to just three tapes of blurry,

crowded, unrelated observations, "were

completely ignored," says Harvard-

Smithsonian Observatory astronomer

Martin Efvis. "But we thought something

might be there."

Elvis may win the understatement

of the year award in X-ray astronomy for

that remark. Now the data that no-

body had wanted could unlock new dis-

coveries in X-ray astronomy. Even as

scientists- decipher and interpret the

tapes, X-ray astronomers are looking

forward to the Roentgen Satellite

(ROSAT)—a new X-ray observatory

twice as sensitive as HEAO 2, slated for

launch this year. The "throwaway" data

from HEAO 2's mission will assist ROSAT
astronomers by adding at least 800

objects to the list of known X-ray sources,

a notion that just one year ago would

have drawn a hearty chuckle from the St-

ray astronomy community.

HEAO 2, when sent aloft in 1978,

focused on peering at a specific target

in the heavens for an hour or more at

a time, then quickly rotated to a new tar-

get. Yet throughout its observations,

the "camera" kept on rolling, giving re-

searchers an hour of precise observation

followed by a trail of blurs until the

satellite found and focused on its next

target. Before plummeting back into

Earth's atmosphere and burning up in

1982, HEAO 2 had investigated some
5,000 patches of sky; the between-

points data, the trails of blurs, were mi-

nuscule by comparison.

As the years went by and astronomers

consumed the primary data from HEAO
2, it became harder and harder to find

anything new. That's when Elvis and his

colleague Giuseppina Fabbiano started

eyeing the three tapes of blurry data,

speculating that those tapes might hold

some surprises. "There was some

Sky-scraper: Mar'ir. i-!vit ivund galaxies '-'."ion he raked through throwaway data.
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debate whether the data would be

useful," says Elvis, "In effect, our

colleagues said go ahead, waste your

time if you really want to." Inspired by the

European Space Agency's recent

success in untangling similar "blur" data

from its European X-Ray Observatory

Satellite and by the addition of new
computers to their aging network, Elvis

and Fabbiano, with the help of

computer programmer David Plummer,

gambled on the tapes.

"It would have taken at least a year

with our old computers to do the job,"

says Elvis. "With our new system, the

process took about three months."

Within those three months the blurred

throwaway data came into focus,

revealing the surprises hoped for by the

astronomers—some 1,100 additional

X-ray sources; Elvis suspects that 300 of

them may have been seen by HEAO 2

in previous observations. That leaves

800 totally unknown objects emitting X
rays in the night skies.

What are they? "I wish I knew," says

Elvis. The work so tar, he says, has

focused on determining where the ob-

jects are located in the sky, leaving

the task of studying them and revealing

their identities for the future. Of the

"mystery 800" group, he expects that

about one fourth of the objects will turn

out to be ordinary stars. About half,

though, will probably turn out to be the

cores of energetic galaxies. Included

among these are objects that Elvis

regards as particularly exciting: BL
Lacertae (BL Lac), a type of extraordi-

narily active quasar. "We expect to

see some one hundred new BL Lac

objects," he notes, which will double the

presently known list.

The overlooked data from HEAO 2's

observations will broaden the list of

known X-ray emitters for astronomers to

look at once ROSAT is operating.

"There'll be new objects up there they

didn't even know they wanted to look at,"

says Elvis. "If we can provide eight

hundred new, bright sources to look at,

it will be a big advance for the astro-

nomical community."QO
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By-John Rubin

Here's psychology's answer

to Wheel of Fortune: You are

asked a difficult question,

like what percentage of countries in the

United Mations are African. The emcee
(not Vanna White) spins the wheel, and
it clicks to a stop with the needle

pointing at the number 10. What's your

best guess for the percentage?

In this game the only winners of

fabulous prizes were the two psycholo-

gists who designed the original

experiment in the Seventies, Amos
Tversky, currently at Stanford Uni-

versity, and Daniel Kahneman, at the

University of California at Berkeley,

Their discovery: Though the number
appearing on the wheel was obviously

irrelevant to the question, it nonethe-

less swayed people's answers, When
the wheel stopped at 10, the average
estimate of African nations in the United

Nations was 25 percent. When it

stopped at 65, the average estimate of

African nations rose to 45 percent.

"Activating a number that is a possible

ms to have a very powerful

suggestive effect," Kahneman says.

Since then, psychologists have not-

ed similar results in very different set-

tings, from estimating the likelihood of

nuclear war to assessing the value of

real estate. The biasing effect of a
seemingly random number reflects a

deep fact about how people solve

certain kinds of problems. Tversky and
Kahneman's original account of their

early experiment was that people make
an estimate by starting with the number
on the wheel, then adjusting it until it

seems about right. For reasons not

understood, the adjustment often falls

short. Put another way, the estimate is

anchored to the initial number.

Anchoring has many guises. Ask

people the number of deaths each year

from fireworks given that 50,000 people

die in car accidents, and the average
answer is 331 . But mention instead the

1,000 annual cases of electrocution,

and the fireworks estimate drops to 77.

(For the record, fireworks kill about six

people a year in the United States.) Or
ask people to give a quick estimate of

8x7x6x5x4x3x2x1. The average
answer is 2,250, compared with 512
when the numbers are written 1x2x3
X4x5x6x7x8. To solve the problem,

people seem to multiply the first few

numbers and then adjust upward from

there. Thosewhosee8x7x6startwith
a bigger number than those who see 1

x 2 x 3 and so end up with a larger

estimate. Both estimates fall short of the

correct answer of 40,320.

Other researchers have found that

people's judgments about their own
abilities are subject to anchoring as

well. Psychologists Daniel Cervone, at

the University of Illinois at Chicago, and
Philip Peak, at Smith College, asked
students how many puzzles in a series

of 20 they thought they'd be able to

solve. Those who were asked first

whether the number was above or

below 18 gave higher estimates than

those who were asked first whether the

number was above or below four.

But more important, subjects' actual

performances were in a sense
anchored to their predicted perform-

ances. The worse subjects said they

would do, the more quickly they gave

up on the puzzles. This experiment

shows that irrelevant information can
sway a judgment of one's own capabili-

ties, which in turn, says Cervone,

"seems to influence one's subsequent
effort and motivation on the task."

Might various experts somehow be
immune to anchoring in their own
fields? University of Arizona psycholo-

gist Gregory Northcraft and negotiation

researcher Margaret Neale at North-

western University compared profes-

sional real estate brokers with amateurs
in a study of real estate appraisals. They
gave their subjects an extensive infor-

mation packet about a house for sale.

After reading the fact sheets and tour-

ing the house and neighborhood, each
subject decided on a reasonable pur-

chase price. One piece of information
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n an ancieni temple atop Mount
Batur, a volcano in Bali, a white-

robed man slides a computer mouse
across the floor. He is Jero Gde, high

priest of the water goddess Dewi Danu.

What he sees on the screen makes him

smile. In Denpasar, Bali's capital, a

government agronomist runs the same
program. The simulation jolts him.

Both men are looking at a computer
simulation of the Balinese rice crop.

Produced by a team at the University

of Southern California (USC), the image
enables them to manipulate parame-
ters such as rainfall and planting time

and to learn how the crops will respond.

The USC effort is leading them to a
surprising conclusion: Over the long

term, Dewi Danu's guidance helps

farmers grow rice more efficiently than

modern agricultural theory.

Since World War II, American aid to

poor countries has emphasized "mod-
ernization"—often doing more harm
than good. Between 1981 and 1985, for

example, the World Bank approved
S457 million in loans for Polonoroeste

—

the road improvement and agricultural

scheme in the territory of RondOnia,

Brazil, that contributed to the region's

devastating deforestation. Thanks to

the success of the USC program,

however, rural developers have begun
to see the value of traditional methods
of farming and irrigation. "Most of these

systems were well adapted to the

environment," says Jeremy Berkoff, an

agricultural economist with the World
Bank in Washington, DC.
The simulation is a triumph of making

something complex appear simple.

Many factors determine whether a rice

crop will grow, including rainfall, the

strain of rice, planting patterns, and
pests. They interact in a complicated
web of causes and effects. The
program, developed by USC ecologist

James Kremer and anthropologist J.

Stephen Lansing, uses both scientific

and traditional approaches to match
these causes with their possible effects

—

and the resulting yield of rice. "It's a
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major breakthrough to put simulations

in the hands of the people who need
them," says Kremer, who is responsible

for the program named The Goddess
and The Computer.

The software's field test in Bali was
the final chapter of an environmental

story that began in the early Eighties,

when Lansing first visited the island. He
was studying some of the thousands
of small temples erected in homage to

native gods. Locals told him that the

temples were part of an islandwlde

system for managing water. Each
group ofrice fields, or subak, had a

shrine, as did every dam and irrigation

channel. Anytime a farmer wanted to

flood his rice fields, he'd obtain ritual

permission from the keepers of the

shrine immediately upstream. The up-

stream farmers did the same, and so

on, ensuring that all farmers used water

cooperatively.

The uppermost temple sat near Dewi
Danu's home, a lake in an extinct

volcanic crater. In that temple lived the

c divination: The godt

high priest Jero Gde, who managed the

irrigation of the island as a whole. All

permission to cut canals or build dams
came from Jero Gde. He would
designate each subaks planting sea-

son. "In most countries irrigation Is

controlled by the state," says Lansing.

"But in Bali it's a religious matter."

Even as Lansing was untangling this

church-and-state connection, agricul-

tural modernization was threatening to

destroy the traditional system. Like

many countries in the developing world,

the government of Indonesia wanted
to increase rice yields. Along with the

Asian Development Bank, it embarked
on a $25 million scheme to revamp
Bali's agriculture. They built dams,
hired advisers from Italy and Korea who
had never heard of Dewi Danu, and
brought in fertilizers, pesticides, and
new strains of rice. The government
also encouraged farmers to plant three

times a year rather than according to

the old biannual schedule.

With the ancient stable patterns

disrupted, insects, viruses, and rats

attacked the rice crops. Farmers used
modern pesticides to kill them, but the

chemicals also killed the protein-rich

fish and eels of the paddies. Insect-

eating ducks stayed away. Rather than

increasing yields, the program threat-

ened to turn the area into an agricultural

disaster zone. Lansing thought that a
computer simulation would be the most
effective way to tell people of the

disaster they were about to create.

He took his idea to Kremer, who
recruited some USC computer jocks to

design a program that would compare
the ancient and modern rice-growing

systems. The program would have to be

sophisticated enough to combine
parameters as diverse as rice strains,

rainfall, and the degree of social

cooperation and feed out an estimate of

rice yield. At the same time its

output—the video display—would have
to be simple enough for everyone to

read, from the highest bureaucrat to the

lowliest farmer. "We saw this technical

CONTINUED ON PAGE 96



PRINTING ERRORS?

SODM
By Joel Davis

How can the same g
defect cause two different

severe disorders? The answer,

scientists say, is genomic imprinting,

which itself hinges on a process known
as gene expression. Although each
human inherits the same number of

genes (half from the father, half from the

mother), not all genes are activated,

or turned on, during fetal development.

Any number of factors influence which

genes are expressed and which remain

inert. 'Just as a light switch turns lights

on and off," says Cornell University

geneticist Douglas Antczak, "there ap-

pear to be molecular switches for

some genes."

And one of those switching systems

is genomic imprinting, a process in

which preferential expression is given to

either the maternal or paternal gene.

Although the mechanism for genomic
imprinting remains elusive, researchers

believe that biological changes in a

gene's DNA may be responsible, The
most likely source for the alteration

is methylation, a process in which

pounds called methyl groups attach to

a specific subunit of a gene. Methyl

groups are known to act as control

regions on some normal genes, effec-

tively determining whether they get

turned on or off during fetal development.

Geneticists believe that methylation

may play a similar role in imprinling some

Proof of imprinting began to accumu-
late six years ago from work with mice,

whose 20 sets of chromosomes have

many nearly identical counterparts in

humans. In one study, Harvard Medical

School geneticist Philip Leder and his

colleagues inserted foreign genes
into the cells of mouse embryos. When
active, the foreign genes would

produce readily detectable harmless

proteins. As the embryos developed into

adult mice, the researchers bred

several generations.

They found that the foreign gene was
active only in mice that inherited it from

males. Mice that inherited the gene
from females always had inactive copies

of the gene, but their male offspring

faulty gene can have different diseases.

passed down active copies to their

descendants. Paternal copies of the

foreign gene, Leder theorized, were

somehow imprinted and activated by a

biochemical process.

Geneticists are now studying imprint-

ing in human diseases such as

Huntington's chorea (a degenerative

neurological disorder), neurofibromatosis

(the Elephant Man's disease), and a

variety of cancers. They now believe that

irnp'
:

n:ir.g explains why some illnesses

Stt fee earlier and more severely when
inherited from the patient's father, while

others are more catastrophic when
the mother contributes the defective

gene. Judith Hall, professor of medical

genetics at the University of British

Columbia in Canada, speculates that

imprinting occurs at a critical stage

in the formation of germ cells, the

specialized predecessor cells that grow
into sperm in males and eggs in

females. ''Some process takes place in

the testes or ovaries, where certain

genes—perhaps fifteen percent—are

stamped for expression or nonexpres-

sion," she says.

For certain pairs of genes, therefore,

the father's gene will have the potential to

be active, while the corresponding

copy from the mother will not.

Once technigues for detecting

affected disease genes have been
developed, scientists could have within

their grasp the ability to intervene.

Suppose, for instance, that the addition

of a methyl group—the imprint

—

causes a healthy gene from one parent

to become inactive and the diseased

gene from the other parent to be active.

The result of the imprinting would be

a genetic illness. If we can erase that

imprint, it would reactivate the normal

gene and reduce the effects of—or

in some cases even cure—the disease.

Some organisms have this capability,

both imprinting genes and erasing their

imprints. If researchers can tap in to

that natural process, we could have a

powerful tool for curing diseases that so

far remain outside the reach of twen-

tieth-century medicine.DO



SOMETHING NEW UNDER THE SUN

By C. L. Hauswald

^^V y the year 2030, solar-power

I^^S satellites could satisfy most

l^^9 of the world's energy needs,

say some visionary space designers.

They acknowledge that it would repre-

sent arguably the greatest and costliest

engineering challenge ever, but warn

that we may have no other choice. "It

may cost a conservative twenty billion

dollars just to begin building," says

Professor Charles Owen, director of

Illinois Institute of Technology's (NT)

Design Processes Laboratory. "But

that's still cheap compared with the

cost of doing nothing."

Worldwide power consumption

between now and 2030 will grow by
5,000 gigawatts. This will require the

equivalent of 5,000 nuclear power
plants to produce, according to

solar-satellite experts like Peter E. Glas-

er, vice-president of space operations

for Arthur D. Little, Inc., an international

management and technology and
consulting firm. Energy production in

orbit would provide two great

advantages over planet-bound power

plants, says Glaser. First, the relatively

inexpensive antennas used to receive

microwaves would permit the electrifi-

cation of even the remotest regions on

the planet. Even more important:

Space-based solar power could cut

down the use of fossil fuels, major

contributors to the greenhouse effect.

An I IT" engineering team under
Owen's direction recently spent a year

developing such a solar-power satellite

design as part of a project they dubbed
Phoenix (after the legendary bird that

rises anew from its ashes). Solar cells

£ Butt

Volts from the blue: Orbiting factory (top), key to solar-power satellites (middle).
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would cover the satellite's large twin

cones, 9.25 and 6.75 kilometers in

diameter, in the middle of a central shaft

nearly four kilometers long, or the size of

43 football fields. The structure would
fill 60 cubic miles of space. Power
control equipment—such as electric-to-

microwave converters—and the super-

conducting magnetic storage systems

would manage the production and
transmission of energy to Earth.

The Phoenix designers hope to mine
the necessary raw materials on the

moon and manufacture their satellites

aboard lunar-orbiting factories. "We
could use the moon's ores to make
silicon for photovoltaic cells, and
aluminum for structures," says Owen.

Although this plan's ambition

exceeds present technical capabilities,

some in the space establishment

believe it to be valuable even if its

design never leaves the drawing board.

"Such a creative project needs to be
done," says Johnson Engineering's Jay
R. Cory, an engineer for the space
station, who is familiar with Owen's
work. "We can start with ideas that

come from this sort of brainstorming."

But less sanguine space watchers,

such as John Pike, associate director

for space policy at the : Federation of

American Scientists in Washington, feel

that solar-power satellite advocates
have yet to face fiscal reality. Says Pike,

"These satellites are a high-risk, high-

cost energy option, comparable, in

terms of risks, benefits, and feasibility,

with fusion." He notes, however, that

$100 million a year is given to fusion

research and nothing is allocated to

solar satellites. The reason? "The fusion

people can show you a development
program that won't cost much on an
annual basis—one in which you learn

as you go. They got the country into

the shallow end of the pool, while the

solar satellite people want us to go right

into the deep end—and off the high

board, too," he says. "But don't take

my caveats to mean that we shouldn't

work on these satellites, just to show
why we aren't," DO



DANGEROUS LIAISON!

By KimbeHy French

The pilgrimage begins each
spring. From May to October
fleets of boats loaded with

people venture forth with a single

mission: not to fish or explore distant

ports but to see whales.

If the voyagers are lucky, they'll get

more than a glimpse of the earth's

largest creatures. Sometimes a whale
approaches the boats, playing

peekaboo under the hull. Or one will

dive deep, flipping its tail flukes

—

whose individualized markings are

used by scientists for identification

—

and leaving a flat patch of water on (he

ocean, known as a footprint. "When
people go out and get next to a whale,

there's nothing to compare it to," says
whale researcher Roger Payne, presi-

dent of the Long Term Research

Institute in Lincoln, Massachusetts.

That point has not been lost on
enterprising boat owners in much of

coastal America, especially New
England, California, Hawaii, and Alas-

ka, where whale watching has been
elevated from a pastime of nature buffs

to a full-blown tourist attraction.

About 75 operations, some boasting

several boats, now crowd the waters.

Scientists believe, however, that the

whale-watching industry—through the

sheer volume of sympathetic viewers

—

is posing a threat to the endangered
species. Whales, which weigh up to 70
tons, must spend a significant chunk
of each day eating the fish and plankton

thai make up their diet. Pursuing boats,

which compete with each other for

sightings, interrupt feeding, force the

slow-moving animals to expend valu-

able calories, and distract them from

mating, argues Dorothy Spero, director

of the West Quoddy Biological

Research Station in Lubec, Maine.

She is also concerned that noisy

motorboats may harm the hearing of

whales permanently—some of which
rely on sonar to find other members of

their species. "Too much noise may
damage the fibers in their ears, making
them deaf, "she explains. "If whales are

sensitive to sound, it's common sense

that it could influence their population

if they can't communicate."
Mina Young of the Center for Marine

Conservation, who has worked as a

naturalist aboard whale-watching ves-

sels, admits that the industry is hav-

ing growing pains. Twenty-five percent

of right whale mortality is caused by
collisions with boats, she says, and 15

percent of whales show propeller

scars. But she lays the blame for many
such offenses on irresponsible pri-

vate boaters, not commercial operators.

"People know if they follow a whale-

watch boat, they're going to get a
chance to see animals," she says. "The
problem is they don't know how to

maneuver around whales."

Payne, whose studies of humpback
whale songs have been popularized by

the movie Star Trek IV, agrees. "There
are yahooers—weekenders—out

there who have no idea of how to act

around awhale," he relates. "Some fool

had his picture taken running along

the back of a right whale."

Ironically, experts such as Payne

Whale watchers: Are whales loved to death?

and Young turn out to be ardent fans of

whale watching. They argue that the

public interest promoted by the industry

does far more good than harm. Payne
was once sure that whale watchers and
other boaters were driving southern

right whales away from the rapidly

developing coast near Puerto Madryn,

Argentina. He was poised to write a
scathing article when the area's whale
population began to increase. Payne
reports that many females have actually

moved out of sanctuary and into the

heavy boating area to breed. He plans

to gather more data before theorizing

about the whales' behavior.

Other research fails to link increased

whale watching with a decline in

whales. Studies conducted by Scott

Kraus, a biologist at the New England
Aquarium, have shown that right whale
calf production has held fairly steady
since 1981, with 8 to 13 born per year

among the 280 identified whales.

And researchers also challenge

claims that boats damage whales'

hearing. "Whales tend to communicate
at lower frequencies, and a lot of

propellers are at higher frequencies,"

Young says. "We really don't know what
a boat engine sounds like to a whale."

Despite their differences, the indus-

try and scientists agree that whale-
watching regulations are long overdue.

Currently the Marine Mammal Pro-

tection Act prohibits harassment of

whales. Participants in a 1988
conference to draw up more stringent

regulations have suggested an ap-

proach distance, recommending a
buffer zone of about 100 yards. Three
regions—the states of Massachusetts
and Hawaii, and the national park in

Glacier Bay, Alaska—already have
stiffer regulations on the books.

Such rulings come none too soon.

In Hawaii alone, since November, Nation-

al Marine Fisheries Service officials

have written more than 20 tickets to

researchers, whale-watch operators,

and private boaters alike. "We're to the

point," says Young, "where we really

are loving these animals to death." OO
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By Scot Morris

f* | e finally saw ihe ultimate

I I I I vanity license plate:U U ATOYOTA. It was on a Toy-

ota, naturally, but what made it

exceptional was that it was not only a
palindrome (the letters read the same
in both directions) but, since each letter

had left-right symmetry—A, T, o, and
Y—the whole license plate read the

same in a mirror as it would face-on.

The boom in vanity plates prompts us

to ask readers to take poetic license for

competition #51 .
Create an original

plate with an appropriate tag either for

a kind of car or for its owner's occu-

pation, or send a favorite that you have

seen. A celebrity's vanity plate can be

based on a character of fact or fiction.

You may use up to seven letters or

numbers in your entry. Please submit

one entry only, on a postcard, and mail

it to Omni Competition #51, 1965

Broadway, New York, NY 10023-5965.

Entries from within the United States

must be postmarked by July 15, 1990.

The deadline is routinely extended
two weeks for entries received from

foreign countries. The grand prize-

winner will receive $100, and nine run-

ners-up will receive $25 each. Al!

entries become the property of Omni;
none will be returned.

Here is a short license plate puzzle to

get your thoughts in gear (answers at

end of column).

1

.

What celebrity actually has the

license plate A1 ANA2?
2. A reader once reported that he

was following a late-model Volkswagen

and noticed it had the license plate

ML8 mls. He tried to figure out what it

could, mean, saying it over and over.

Question: Whatwas the color of the car?

3. Another reader wrote to say that

she had seen gsndht on an Arizona

pickup truck. She assumed that meant
"Gesundheit!" and that the owner

was probably a doctor, possibly an
allergist, when she realized that you
had to read the license plate after you
read the brand of ihe pickup truck,

which was printed on the back panel.

Question: What kind of truck was it?

4. What celebrity might have the

license plate xqqqme?
5. Who would you expect to be

driving with plates that read dr iiii?

COMPETITION #50

Our fiftieth competition, announced
last January, took us to the end of

our Fractured Dictionary, a book we've

been compiling since 1982. This

competition completes the alphabet,

with definitions for words beginning

with the letters Tthrough Z
Several readers had identical en-

tries. Once we saw two versions of the

same joke, it was classified as a

"repeat" and disqualified from consid-

eration for a prize, no matter how good
it was. Among the best duplications

(and triplications) were: tangent -

George Hamilton; toupee = top secret;

third degree = Ph.D.; tactic = breath

mint for dyslexics; umpteen - chaper-

on's job at a high school dance;

ultimate = the perfect spouse; vitamin -

what to do when friends knock at

the door; vulcanize = what Mr. Spock
has; witchcraft - broom; woman-
hood - Ma Barker, for example; and
yetiow - what you do when you hit

your finger with a hammer.
What follows is the best of the rest.

Readers were allowed to submit up to

three redefinitions per card. We
gave prize preference to entrants with

three original ideas. The grand
prize-winner receives £100, and nine

runners-up also get $25 each. All

the winners will receive copies of The
Next Book of Omni Games.

GRAND PRIZE-WINNER

Trick photography = focus-pocus

Tricycle = tot rod

Window-shopper - store gazer

—A. Goyette, Milwaukee

RUNNERS-UP

Tunisia = forgetting the names of songs
Vertigo = what people asked every time

Houdini disappeared
Wm>hai!= a holey roller

—T. Thomson, Montreal, Quebec

Zealot = to sleep frequently

Toward = a podiatrist's section of a

hospital

Tunnel = a meeting of the mines
—Monica Whitham, Salem, OR

Tutankhamen = stiff, penalty for withdrawal

Tow-away zone = the space under-

neath a lawn mower
—Cindy Flaugher, Radcliff, KY

Teetotaler = insurance claims adjuster,

Boston Harbor, 1773

Tirade - sorority's revenge

—Stephen Thompson, Minneapolis

Thumbtack = to change direction while

hitchhiking

Vanish = what Bostonians finish furni-

ture with

Victimize = look' practiced by the litigious

—Kim Wilson, Beckley, WV
Thermidor = bullfighter who uses a

nutcracker and a bib rather than a cape
and sword

Waffle iron = all-purpose club for golf-

ers who can't decide which club to use

X-axis = Germany, Italy, and Japan
—John Huotari, Zimmerman, MN

Telepatb - a carpet wear pattern

that emerges after your remote control

breaks down
—Jeremy Weible, Hitchcock, TX

Walnut - a compulsive spackler

—Don Cleary, Brentwood, NY
Uruguay - spiritual leader from pig

Latin America
—Bob Vineyard, Chino Hills, CA

ANSWERS

1. Lawrence Welk
2. To solve this one you have to say

it fast and it sounds like "I'm late, I'm

late." if this makes you think of the

refrain "for a very important date," then

you know it comes from Alice in Won-
derland, recited by the White Rabbit.

And there's the solution; the late-model

Volkswagen Rabbit was white.

3. The truck was an Isuzu. When you
read the make of the vehicle first, it

sounds like a sneeze followed by a

blessing: isuzu! gsndht!

4. Steve Martin

5. Probably an ophthalmologist—

a

doctor "for eyes" DO



ART
By Joni Miller

Think of pop fashion as a freeze-

frame, a sort of split second

visual episode in which the

ephemeral meets the eternal and gets

dressed up. In other words, in the time it

will take you to read this article, the

fashion of the moment will have changed.

But in the kaleidoscopic world of pop,

where altitude is everything, there

is at least one rule: Mix and don't

match—thigh-high silver boots worn

with minuscule denim shorts, sequined

shifts thai shimmer in the daylight.

While pop designers seem to strut

their stuff in a madcap, unpredictable

way, they aren't being arbitrary. What's

worn in "downtown" scenes—clubs,

shops, cafes— is influenced by elements

culled from the depths of rock video

and the heights of European haute

couture, all vibrating with the winds of

global change. The look? Eastern bloc

—

genuine Soviet street gear such as

military and railroad conductor uniforms.

"Pop fashion for the Nineties is

basically MTV," says Annie Flanders,

the doyenne of downtown dressing who
founded Details magazine. The notion

of MTV as an arbiter of fashion dates

back to the Eighties when Madonna first

cavorted on the tube in lingerie. "Video

gives a kind of stamp ol approval to

the look," says Judy McGrath, senior vice-

president, creative director of MTV.

Meanwhile, there's a more rarefied

level of offbeat high fashion that also

influences pop fashion, one seen, for

instance, in the visionary styles of

American designer Christian Francis

Roth, who appliques pop art motifs-

such as oversize soda bottle caps,

brightly colored M&Ms, and tried eggs

—

on meticulously tailored jackets and

suits. The humorous, whimsical design

manifesto of this twenty-one-year-old

who grew up watching the Bugs Bunny

show is too refined merely to be

dismissed as an expensive surreal joke.

Roth's collectible designs edge into

the arena of wearable art—one of the

most intriguing influences in pop fashion.

A melding of art, fashion, and
handcraftsmanship, the art-to-wear
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movement is the "best of the American

psyche, with all its fantasy, exuberance,

and love of individuality," says Julie

Dale, owner of Julie: Artisans' Gallery in

New York City. Garments are crafted

from found objects such as ancient

beads, wisps of fabric, or miscellaneous

bits of everyday hardware—key rings,

for example.

Hand-painted silk sheath dresses

and flowing capes, dresses constructed

of metal-rimmed paper price tags or

computer circuit boards, masks of

hand-embellished feathers, knitted coats

incorporating lines of poetry from

Dickinson. Chaucer, or Yeats—these

adornments are so beautiful, you're more

likely to find them displayed like art in

a gallery setting than hanging out

on a street corner.

As the gifted artisans of art to wear

explore the boundaries of their craft,

forces from yet another sphere are

beginning to rumble in the background.

Global politics is the backdrop against

which street fashion pirouettes. The

political climate has always instigated

change in dress, whether deflecting or

reflecting events reported on the evening

news. Not since the Sixties, however,

has the state of the world shown such

signs of influencing fashion at the

grass-roots level. "But the Nineties is

not the Sixties revisited or introverted,"

warns Harvey Russack, founder and

chairman of Manhattan's Unique Clothing

Warehouse, a 25,000-square-foot store

that firsf opened its doors back in the

hippie era of tie-dye and army surplus.

"The Nineties is global," he says,

waving a hand at an office that's a

veritable global village.

For the past two years, Russack has

been preparing for the future of pop
fashion. Traveling in and out of the

Eastern bloc, he's negotiated for such

genuine relics of pre-g/asnos( "fashion"

as Warsaw border patrol camouflage

outfits, flower-sprigged Transylvanian

embroidered blouses, and the same
blue-and-white-striped middies worn by

Russian sailors in the movie The Hunt

ior Red October. There are Brezhnev-

style overcoats ("designed," Russack

points out, "with privilege, not fashion,

in mind").

Other streef/pop fashions you can

expect to see more of in the future

Include hooded sweatshirts and jackets,

wigs in natural and not-so-natural

colors, flower-child platform shoes, and

activist messages on everything from

T-shirts (what on earth are we doing?) to

bikini bottoms {save our beaches).

You'll also be seeing more of the MTV
logo, which will appear on clothing

and accessories, socks, watches,

sneakers, even fanny packs.

Now, as in the past, pop fashion is

about standing out from the crowd and

being a singular sensation. Yet for all

;ts seemingly gleeful kick-in-the-pants

whimsy, it is not, strictly speaking,

superficial. In a culture that promotes

uniformity and sameness, pop fashion is

an avenue of self-expression, a play-

ground of the imagination that rep-

resents one of the few creative arenas

that does not charge admission, literally

or figuratively.DO
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"HE WALL CAME TUMBLING DCWN

It

was nearly 70", a spring day popped into the middie of

February, and the world seemed to be strolling down
Columbus Avenue on New York City's Upper West Side.

Vendors lined the streets, selling silk ties, cashmere

scarves, and the latest knockoffs in pop culture: T-shirts, Fifties-

style sunglasses, and cassettes of new recording artists like

Soul II Soul and New Kids on the Block. The streets of New
York, or any major city, for that matter, are barometers of

what's happening, up-to-the-minute thermometers of pop.

An unusually thick crowd gathered outside a store closed

for renovation. Pawing my way through the shoppers and sight-

seers, I saw chunks of rock, speckled pink and blue, laid out

on blankets. A sign taped onto the window of the store told

the tale: the Berlin Wall, $3 for a piece, $5 for two. A gnaw-

ing feeling hit me as I walked away. Had the Wall just joined

faux Cartier and Rolex watches and hip pouches as the lat-

est in kitsch? Pet Rock, Pet Wall?

Over the last few months I'd seen ads for pieces of the

Wall in magazines and displays in stores such as Bloom-

ingdale's. I learned that Hyman Products, Inc., a company in

St. Louis, had imported 90 tons of the Wall just in time to sell

for the Christmas season. "The Wall provided work," says

president Victor Hseu. "We employed a hundred workers to

jackhammer the ninety tons, put each piece into a small

pouch with documentation including a small map and a copy

of the air bill." Retail price: $9.99 to $12.99, depending on

the stone. The street vendor, I muttered to myself, had a bet-

ter deal—though there was no documentation."- Hyman Prod-

ucts has 800 pounds left.

The Wall: latest pop trend. The Wall: symbol of divided

Germany, of a divided Europe. The Wall: symbol of entrap-

ment—no way out. The Wall crumbling: symbol of freedom.

A small tribute, perhaps, to the bloodstains of those who
tried unsuccessfully to escape. "Why would anyone want to

own such bad vibes?" asks Liz Thompson, director of the

Next Wave Festival at the Brooklyn Academy of Music. "I'm

from the dance world. You can't commodity dance, so ifs hard-

er to lose your soul." Has the Berlin Wall really become an

empty symbol, without soul, just another piece of pop cul-

ture, a historical memento like one-inch cable bits of the

Brooklyn Bridge, Andy Warhol's Campbell's soup can, or vol-

canic ash from Mount St. Helens?

No way, according to Steven Henry Madoff, executive ed-

itor of Artnews. "The Wall is totally different. Painters paint-

ed on it to voice their disapproval of the political system," he

says. 'The Wall had immense and tragic meaning, which is

being destroyed by hype. When we viewed the party on the

Wall, it became a media image—pop culture." The selling

and buying of the Wall trivialized one of the most emotional

and hard-won events of the twentieth century.

Are there some things that are taboo from becoming pop

culture? Can we silence the expression of pop in some ar-

eas? If artists like Warhol, Oldenburg, or Pollock had taken

a piece of the Wall and put it into a frame or incorporated ft

into a piBce, would they be making a statement about how

we sold the Wall like a commodity? Curators from the Guggen-

heim and Museum of Modern Art would not answer any of

my questions nor even talk to me. The message, de verse

through their press representatives: Because it's in the mar-

ket, it would not be worthy for us to comment.

I decided to find an answer in the true museum of pop cul-

ture, Trixie's on West Forty-seventh, a restaurant -Mec with

Fifties and Sixties kitsch. In taffetas and crinolines, wfth a low-

cut bodice and gaudy oversized earrings, Trixie reigns as

high priestess over the kaleidoscopic world of pop.

Trixie, is the Berlin Wall pop culture? "Of course." she

said. "Kasha knishes, old P. F. Flyers, oat bean, sauerkraut

from the frankfurter vendor, that's all part of it, honey. When
you buy a piece of the Wall you're buying their freedom." Trix-

ie said she'd have loved to dance on the Wall, to see the

gratitude on the faces of the East Germans: "That must

have been beautiful."

Trixie, would you buy a piece of the Wall? She paused. "I

might, but I'd give it away immediately." And with that, she

said "Amen." And with that, I think I got it: Buy a piece of

the Wall, hold it, and pass it on.—STEVEN SCOTT SMITH

Steven Scott Smith conceived and codirected Closer Than Ever, a

musical playing at the Cherry Lane Theater in New York City. He is

currently at work on a novel.
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JUST AN
OLD-FASHIONED
LOVE SONG

When a wild female ele-

phant goes into heat she has
no problem attracting the at-

tention of suitors, even
though the eager males may
be miles away. It turns out

that when an elephant cow Is

ready for love, she broad-

casts her readiness with a

tar-traveling call that is just

below the threshold of human
hearing. Now scientists hope
to use that love song to help

bolster the dwindling ele-

phant population.

Elephants rarely breed in

captivity, primarily because
zoos are poorly equipped to
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handle turned-on bull ele-

phants. Effective artificial in-

semination programs are

needed, says John Critser of

the Methodist Hospital of In-

diana. "It may be a question

of knowing the right time for
'

conception," Critser says,

"and the song may help pin-

point it."

Since November, psychol-

ogist Melissa Shyan and her

students at Butler University

in Indiana have made record-

ings of the Indianapolis Zoo's

five female elephants. Wait-

ing for a "throbbing" in the air

(the signature of a low-fre-

quency call), they hope to

capture the cows' mating

calls on tape. Critser, mean-
while, has been monitoring

blood hormone levels ot the

cows to see whether the call

might coincide with key hor-

monal changes. The re-

searchers hope that cows
sing an "ovulation song,"

vastly improving the chances
ot successful artificial insemi-

nation.—Steve Nadis

THE FEEL OF FLYING

Would you like to jump out

of a speeding airplane from

10,000 feet but lack the

nerve? Save yourself some
gray hairs—and money—by
throwing yourself into an 11-

foot-wide, 14-foot-deep JET-
FLY machine.

The contraption, essen-

tially a vertical wind tunnel,

supports would-be sky divers

on a stream of air coursing

upward at about 90 mph. !f

that doesn't seem to be
enough speed to levitate a

cocker spaniel, much less a
human, you're right—but with

an inflatable flight suit,

donned to increase the thrill

seeker's surface area, the

wind provides ample support

for turning, swooping, and
rolling just as well-seasoned

sky divers do.

"It's the closest thing to

flying like a bird," says cine-

matographer Norman Kent,

who fearlessly leapt into a

roaring JET-FLY prototype

last year in Japan. "I can't

wait until they build one big

enough to fit more people in-

side at a time."

Jumping into a raging wind
tunnel has several advan-

tages over leaping out of a
moving plane: It's safer, the

free-fall sensation lasts

longer, and it costs only $7 to

$14 a pop.—Jack Mason



OIL'S WELL THAT ENDS
WELL

In the vast Athabasca wil-

derness of northern Alberta

lie natural tar sand reservoirs

that some experts believe

contain perhaps 1 trillion bar-

rels ol oil, four times as much
as in all of Saudi Arabia. How
to economically extract it

from the black, sticky mud is

a problem that has long

vexed Canadian oilmen.

But it is one that John S.

Rendall, founder of the

Solve-Ex Corporation in Al-

buquerque, New Mexico, be-

lieves he has solved. If he's

right, in two years his proc-

ess could be producing as

much as 30,000 barrels of

crude oil a day. That's mind-

boggling enough, but the real

payoff, says Rendall, comes
from the recoverable metals

such as gold, silver, and tita-

nium left over after the oil is

extracted from the mud.

Says Rendall, "The oil may
be just a by-product. We be-

lieve the minerals could

eventually be worth two or

three times the oil."

Rendall's recovery process

has worked in pilot studies,

but he still needs to prove his

method's large-scale viability.

To wit, he is trucking 1 ,000

tons of Athabasca tar sand

some 1,700 miles from Can-

ada to Albuquerque to fine-

tune the process. Rendall

says 3,000 pounds of sand

will produce a barrel of oil for

about $18, about $4 less than

the current world market

price. If all goes well, full-

scale production facilities will

be built in Alberta by 1996.

Others in the oil business

are not as confident of the

outcome as Rendall, among

In the film Giant, James Dean strikes it rich in oil. Had the movie

been set in Canada's Athabasca region, he'd be rolling in mud.

them Fred Seyer, a Canadian

consulting engineer in Ed-

monton. "The technology will

work, but there are major

economic problems in-

volved," Seyer says. He sus-

pects that land elearance

costs, severe weather, and
potential engineering and
construction difficulties could

double Rendall's projected

production costs.

—George Nobbe

"Seize opportunity by the

beard for it is bald behind."

—Bulgarian Proverb

"Let him who would move
the world first move
himself.

"

—Socrates

NIX TOXINS

Alex Delgado's wife con-

sulted 26 doctors before

learning "she was allergic to

the twentieth century," says

Delgado. Any exposure to

chemically based substances

brought on attacks of head-

aches, nausea, and a host of

other symptoms. So Delgado

did what anyone in a similar

situation would do: He built

his wife a toxin-free home.
Today, he says, she is 85

percent cured.

Now the fifty-four-year-old

Delgado, a self-described

"medical sociologist" and hu-

man services professor at

Metropolitan State College in

Denver, is taking his toxin-

free house idea one step fur-

ther. He plans to build an en-

tire "toxin-free city" 25 miles

southeast of Denver by the

mid-Nineties.

The site requirements: no

significant radon, no history

of peslicide or fertilizer use,

and no overhead wires. In-

side, the houses will be
uniquely "clean." There will

be no ductwork, so no mold

will overrun the ventilation

systems. Ultraviolet shielding,

along with a foillike lining

used in the space shuttle, will

block toxic chemicals from

entering the houses. The
crowning glory: air purifiers

like those used on nuclear

submarines. The cost per

house will be on a par with

that of ordinary houses, be-

tween $90,000 and

$500,000.

Delgado's Ecological Prop-

erties, Inc., intends to de-

velop similar communities in

seven other cities.

—Peggy Noonan
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IT WAS BETTER OFF
EXTINCT

The poor coelacanth {sea-

la-canth), a weird-looking fish

believed to have been extinct

for millions of years until one
turned up in 1938, is now at

the center of an ichthyologi-

cal wrangle. Japanese re-

searchers from the Toba
Aquarium have slated $1.76

million to capture a coel-

acanth, much to the dismay

of conservationists.

The Japanese project has
drawn heated objections

from the international Coel-

acanth Conservation Council

(CCC) and ichthyologists like

John A. Musick, head of ver-

tebrate biology at the Virginia

Institute of Marine Science in

Gloucester Point. "It's the ex-

ploitation of an endangered
species," Musick says. "It's ri-

diculous. We don't know
much about them or even
how many there are. We
should study them in the wild

first before we put them into

an aquarium, where they'll

probably die."
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A formal CCC protest to

the Japanese Ichthyological

Association has gone unan-

swered. Last winter the cap-

ture operation was sus-

pended due to bad weather

and a revolution in the Com-
oro Islands, the fish's only

known habitat. The Japa-

nese, armed with underwater

TV cameras, electronic track-

ing gear, and remote-con-

trolled submarines, are ex-

pected to try again later this

year. They face formidable

obstacles, however. Landing

a breeding pair is a long shot

because you can't tell a coel-

acanth's sex by looking at it.

In addition, no specimen has

survived more than 20 hours

topside because the temper-

ature change from the ocean
floor to the surface generally

overheats the fish, inducing

fatal trauma.

—George Nobbe

"What we take for the

history of nature is only the

very incomplete history of an

instant"
—Denis Diderot

RUBBER COMES
BOUNCING BACK

Texas, the Lone Star state

with a reputation for thinking

big, may find its next eco-

nomic boom in a little desert

shrub called the guayule.

The all-but-forgotten plant is

a rich source of natural rub-

ber, and Texas A&M biochem-

ist Chauncey Benedict has

developed a new method of

turning the shrub into a natu-

ral rubber factory.

At the beginning of this

century, says Benedict, gua-

yule supplied as much as 50

percent of America's rubber.

Yet the plant produced rub-

ber only in the winter, and the

yields were unpredictable, so

America's native rubber was
soon eclipsed by supplies

from Southeast Asia. Now,

however, Benedict has dis-

covered a way to increase

guayule rubber yields by as

much as one third by spray-

ing a chemical called di-

chlorophenoxytriethylamine

on the leaves. The chemical,

Benedict cautiously specu-

lates, greatly amplifies the

activity of the gene respon-

sible for producing the

plant's rubber.

Benedict estimates that

chemically treated guayule

could produce rubber at a

cost of about 40 cents a

pound, roughly on a par with

prices for Southeast Asian

rubber. Dedicating thousands

of acres of otherwise empty
West Texas desert to the cul-

tivation of guayule, he says,

could "lessen U.S. depend-
ency on rubber imported

from Asia" and provide Texas

with a new source of income.

—Bill Lawren



Two-laced: Surgically adjusting your aging countenance has

always been equated with pain and discomfort—until now.

FIRE OF THE VANITIES

Plastic surgery eliminates

bags and sags, but beauty

achieved under the knife can

be accompanied by weeks of

bruising, swelling, and sore-

ness. Dermatological plastic

surgeon David M. Morrow, di-

rector of the Morrow Skin In-

stitute in Rancho Mirage, Cal-

ifornia, is pioneering a new
kind of face-lift that he claims

eliminates most of the pain

and temporary disfigurement.

His secret: "I no longer cut

with a steel scalpel. Instead, I

cut with light."

Morrow performed what

may have been the first laser

face-lift more than a year

ago. Since then he has per-

formed about 50 of the high-

tech face operations. "The

laser instantaneously seals

nerves, arteries, veins, and

lymphatics so it stops hemor-

rhaging," Morrow says. "That

means there's virtually no

swelling or bruising. The re-

sults of the face-lift are im-

mediately apparent." Be-

cause the surgeon doesn't

have to contend with the

problem of bleeding, the pro-

cedure takes only two hours,

cutting the operation time by

as much as a half.

Morrow is already teaching

other surgeons the technique

but cautions that it may be
some time before your local

plastic surgeon offers the op-

eration. "Working with the la-

ser takes special skill and
training, as well as invest-

ment in costly equipment. So
it will probably be five to ten

years before the procedure is

widely available."

—Sherry Baker

DATE FROM HELL

Computer types must be a

pretty pessimistic lot: Thou-

sands of their programs are

going to greet the year 2000

by blowing up.

Some evil plot? Hardly.

Just a minor design oversight

that has to do with the way
most programs store data,

according to computer ana-

lyst Bill Schoen from Clarks-

ton, Michigan. The problem

is simply this: software

embedded in mainframe

computers remembers and

changes only the last two
digits of the year. The 19 is a

permanent part of its being.

Come the year 2000, pro-

grams will be able to show
the year only as 1900. -

Imagine what fun it's going

to be to get a bill from your

friendly credit card company
that tells you that you owe in-

terest from January 1900

rather than January 2000.

"This dating problem is like a

cancer that runs through vir-

tually every mainframe sys-

tem," says Schoen. "In my

opinion it's going to cause

the biggest technical screwup

in history—everyone will

have to fix it." Unfortunately,

the date-storing routine is

usually so deeply embedded
in the bowels of a program

that simple patches won't do

the trick. "I can't imagine how
to fix it," says Schoen. "And

I've been thinking about it for

fifteen years." Oh, the time.

Oh, the customizing.

— Bill Lawren

"Ail that really belongs to us

is time; even he who has

nothing else has that."

—Baitasar Gracian

Don't touch that dial: On January 1, 2000, a jumbo computer

snafu could scramble systems around the world.
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CALL WAITING

You're late for an appoint-

ment and you need to make
a quick call to tell your big-

gest customer that traffic held

you up. Once you find a pay
phone, it seems like the guy
ahead of you is yakking away
because he knows you need
to use the phone. Paranoia

on your part? Not according

lo a study by Georgia State

University psychologist Barry

Ruback. His research sug-

gests that if callers know
people are waiting to use the

phone, they take their sweet
time completing their calls.

In five studies in both rural

and urban settings, more
than 200 phone callers were

observed to see how they

behaved when they knew
someone else wanted to use
the phone. Consistently, says
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Ruback, the callers turned

into phone hogs when an-

other person was waiting to

make a call; in one study their

conversations averaged four

minutes versus 90 seconds
when no one was waiting.

Ruback suggests that hu-

mans who hog phones may
be exercising the same sort

of territorial behavior that re-

searchers have found in

other primates. "You need a

telephone to make a tele-

phone call, so people already

there defend that territory,"

he says. "We see the same
thing with animals, like ba-

boons, that will defend a par-

ticular area of grass if there

aren't many such areas

nearby."—Sherry Baker

"When your work speaks for

itself; don't interrupt"
—Henry J. Kaiser

SOFTWARE AUTOMATS

We've all used vending

machines to procure candy,

soda, and snacks. Now, at

least on the campus of Clark-

son University in Potsdam,

New York, students can tap

into vending machines for

computer software.

Installed last year, Clark-

son's software dispensing

machines, one of the first of

their kind in the United

States, allow students to pick

up the programs they need
for their classes, or any other

program that strikes their

fancy, free of charge. Faculty

members in fields ranging

from computer science to

chemical engineering simply

load a single disc onto a cen-

tral computer system. Stu-

dents visit any of 35 software

vending machines located on

campus, insert a blank disc

into the machine, and select

the software they want.

In the first ten days of the

fall term Clarkson's 3,500

students copied nearly 3.2

gigabytes of programs

—

equivalent to 9,000 discs of

information. "We think stu-

dents should be able to ac-

cess our computer programs
without having to visit the ref-

erence desk of an on-cam-

pus library," says David W.

Bray, dean of educational

computing at Clarkson.

"When our freshman class of

seven hundred came in last

September, students lined up
thirty or forty at a time to

copy software."

—Robert Brody

"II you think education is

expensive—try ignorance."
—Derek Bok

"His imagination resembled
the wings of an ostrich. It

enabled him to run, though

not to soar."

—Thomas Macaulay

Vending data: Goodies for

5 seeking software.



CHINA'S STRANGE
ALCHEMY

To dissolve silver: Drop the

metal in a bamboo tube, acrf

saltpeter and vinegar, seal,

and let sit for 30 to 100 dayi

.

Hocus-pocus? No—it's a
formula from a third-century

Chinese chemistry text, anc

it works. "The formulas seern

unusual to the modern chem-
ist, but all of those we've

studied have worked," says

Christopher Glidewell, a

reader in chemistry at the

University of St. Andrews in

Scotland.

Glidewell, who was fasci-

nated with the claims made
by ancient Chinese chemists,

first tried to dissolve silver us-

ing standard laboratory

chemicals. They failed. "The

key," he says, "was the real-

ization that the ancient Chi-

nese used chemicals derived

directly from mineral sources,

often with minimal pretreat-

ment or purification."

After consulting a geo-

chemical handbook, Glide-

':<$

well identified the types of

impurities that were likely to

be mixed with the minerals

used in the original recipes.

When some of these were
added to the formula, the ex-

penment was a success. In

addition, he has successfully

dissolved gold and an ore

called cinnabar using the an-

Cicnt recipes.

Ancient Chinese chemists

learned to dissolve a variety

of metals, such as silver, gold,

and lead, as primary ingredi-

ents for "elixirs of life." When
swallowed with a spoonful of

honey, they usually produced

a temporary sense of reju-

venation, only to be followed

by the agonizing symptoms
of metal poisoning. These
symptoms were believed to

be indicators that the elixir

was working and that its use

should be continued.

In addition to dissolving

metals, the Chinese chemists

developed a wide-ranging

chemical technology centu-

ries before the Europeans:

"Things like distillation of oils

and liquor, salt-and-ice refrig-

eration, colored dyes and
inks are just a few," says

Glidewell. "The range is quite
"—Rita K. Gautney

"People will accept your
idea much more readily if

you tell them Benjamin
Franklin said it first."

—David H. Comins

"Do not bite at the bait of

pleasure till you know there

is no hook beneath it."

—Benjamin Franklin

"Behold the turtle. He makes
progress when he sticks his

neck out."
—James Bryant Conant

FOILED AGAIN

The blade is mightier than

the spoke—and more effi-

cient, too. That's the word
from Du Pont in Wilmington,

Delaware, where three airfoil-

like blades have replaced

conventional spokes on bicy-

cle wheels to produce a

more aerodynamic, smoother

ride for racers.

The three-bladed wheel,

fashioned from carbon, glass,

and Kevlar fibers as well as

epoxy resin, was tested in a

wind tunnel at the University

of California, Irvine. "They
have far less drag than a
conventional wire spoke
wheel," says Du Pont engi-

neer Mark Hopkins, who
worked with Specialized Bi-

cycle Components to de-

velop the design. "Our wheel

is made up of airfoil shapes"

slipping through the air with

greater ease, he adds. The
new wheels, however, are

half a pound heavier than

spoked wheels, a fact Hop-

kins shrugs off as unimport-

ant. "What slows a bike is

aerodynamics, not weight."

Disc wheels, now used as

back wheels by many bike

facers, tend to stall in cross-

winds and can be hard to

control, says Hopkins. Both

are problems that the Spe-

cialized Wheel is designed to

eliminate. The real proving

ground will be in Hawaii's

ironman triathlon this fall,

when Hopkins hopes the new
design will shave 10 to 15

minutes off the 112-mile bike

competition.—George Nobbe

"Don't buy anything that

eats or needs repairing."

—Billy Rose
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REVOLUTION BY
HALLUCINOGENS

Historians have long as-

sumed la Grande Peur, or

"the Great Fear,'' was an un-

derstandable part of the

French Revolution: Landless

peasants, driven into a frenzy

by autocratic rule, revolted.

But historian Mary Kilbourne

Matossian of the University of

Maryland has another expla-

nation for the violent and
sometimes irrational events

that marked the Great Fear:

The peasants involved in the

insurrection were tripping.

Matossian explains in her

book Poisons o! the Past that

just prior to the outbreak of

the Great Fear, countryfolk

ate large amounts of rye

bread tainted with ergot.

"Records show that in 1789

there was a humid spring

and that ergot was found on
about one twelfth of all rye

harvested," she says. 'Just

one percent of ergot in bread

is sufficient to cause a full-

blown epidemic of ergot poi-

soning." Rye ergot is a natu-

ral source of lysergic add
diethylamide (LSD).

According to Matossian,

crops failed miserably a year

before the French Revolu-

tion, and by the summer of

1789, peasants were on the

verge of starving. As soon as

the new rye crop came in,

tainted though it was, it was
wolfed down. The peasants,

says Matossian, ingested a
powerful jolt of mind-aftering

mold along with their bread,

triggering the events leading

to the French Revolution.

But Judith A. Miller, an as-

sistant professor of history at

Emory University who
teaches the French Revolu-

40 OMNI

tion, disagrees with Mafos-

sian's theory. "The accounts I

have of the Great Fear show
that the people were fairly

well organized. The peasants

knew whom they were after,

what they wanted to do, and
what they wanted out of it.

That, to me, doesn't sound
like a crowd under the influ-

ence of anything other than a

great deal of anger."

—Sherry Baker

THIS PLACE IS REALLY
HOT, DUDE

going on. But Raymond
Jeanloz and his coileagues

at the University of California,

Berkeley, have managed to

duplicate inner earth condi-

tions accurately enough to

draw a startling conclusion

about the very center of our

planet: The center of the

earth is hotter than the face

of the sun.

The team arrived at its

conclusion by compressing

tiny flakes of iron alloy in a
device called a diamond anvil

cell, a hand-size vise capable

of sustaining the 3.5-million-

atmosphere pressure be-

lieved to exist at the center of

the earth. All available evi-

dence suggests that the

planet's core is molten iron,

so Jeanloz and company
heated their sample with a la-

ser beam until it melted, and
measured the temperature.

Iron alloy under a pressure

of millions of atmospheres,

Jeanloz found, melts at about

12,000° R a figure 50 percent

higher than previously be-

lieved. The surface of the

sun, by comparison, is about

10,000" F If hes right, it

means there is far more en-

ergy available to power geo-

logical processes such as

earthquakes, volcanoes, and
tectonic plate movement than

anyone realized.

Jeanloz's pioneering work

with diamond anvil cells has

"revolutionized the field,"

says David Mao, a geophysi-

cist with the Carnegie Institu-

tion in Washington, DC. "Be-

fore this, estimates of the

earth's temperature were ba-

sically guesses. Now we
have more data to work out a

model of the core."

—Steve Nad is

"Science is nothing but

developed perception,

integrated intent, common
sense rounded out and

lutely articulated."

—George Santayana



Thank Dad for being more proud than angry.

Ultimately there's Black.



ROCK STARS
Phil Oakey, Human League: "Musicians

. Things can
shaggy clothes, lead-heavy boots of the Manchester bands and f

British working <
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beer, enthusiasm, and what the

around here as bloody-minded..
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; in English football stadium



ROCK STARS ARE ARCHITECTS OF MODERN FAIRY TALES.
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THE BRITISH
INVASION

. RocK is rock, right? Of
- -course. Well, maybe not.

What's happening at

CBGB or the Lone Star in

N.ew York City may not

exactly reflect the latest-

shit you hear at, say, Ding-

i-Wall's in London or

the International in

Manchester,- the

'.very tough turf, of

:, Happy Mondays

(page 46,top left), a hot,

bad band you may not.

have heard—not yet, any-

. way. Or The Christians

(top middle), a British

soul band. "Music is

coming' bach," says Chris-

tians
1

keyboard player

Henry Priestman. "We re-

ally need a lot more
melody making,"

Makes sense we may
not have heard-these new
groups. What'spopular at

a particular moment. mir-

rors aparticuiar ptace and
time and reflects how cer-

tain musicians see :ne

world and interpret it—

and -so a different sound
is born. In England, unlike

in the States, pirate radio

stations—they're illegal

—

play the latest sounds,

from rare groove to house
to reggae. Take KiSS-FM,
managed by Gordon Mae
(left). Busted so many
times, Mac's radical radio

finally goes legal in

C0NIINULDON.pAGE»e



ENLARGE YOUR ME5T EG6.

Consider the advantages of MetLife-

State Street mutual funds.There are

several types from which to choose:

Income funds, growth funds, tax

exempt funds, asset allocation funds

and money market funds. All are avail-

able through MetLife Securities, Inc.

And all can help your nest egg grow. For

complete information, including charges

and expenses, ask your MetLife repre-

sentative forafree prospectusThen

read it carefully before investing.
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A WORKING-CLASS BLOKE CAN MAKE A HIT RECORD.
is, agr

ome from in Glasgow, there |ji;HiiiiiiH;iilii1i|iii;i;i;jii

and rock and roll." Today c

many kids, music is to be an umbrella e
' ' variety of music

They make music the way
:"

" Jim Kerr, lead singer r the world; styles like zouk,

BRITISH INVASION

August, but as a pirate,

.Mac says, "KISS-FM.

unleashed a whole new
culture in London and
unearthed lots of hew-_

alent—Mory Kante,

Stone Roses, and •

i
Soul II. Soul."

Today, .of course,

what's popular in one.

place soon creates a

sound wave that's heard

round the world. The Sex
Pistols did it in the late

Seventies—it was called

punk. Phil Oakey and the

Human League (page 44,

top right] went syntho with

Dare in 1982, and.techno-

rock was born. "We didn't

know three chords," says
Oakey. "We wanted to

show that anyone could

make good music." New-

Order (page 44, top left)

followed in Oakey's wake.

Techno-wizard's, not rriu-

sical maestros, will be
tomorow's rock stars, pre-

dicts Order's drummer
Stephen Morris.

A decade ago, you

didn't hear zouk. rbi,ot

jit-—"world beat" sounds.
For its Bfe.aib.um; Simple
Minds (top right) blended
bagpipes and African

drums to create an
Afro-Celtic sound, "adron-

ing," says.lead singer Jim

Kerr, "that is indigenous to

all tribal music." We like

this stuff, says 'Pete Town-
shend (bottom left.),

because it links back to

the blues and recaptures

the original driving force

of rock and roll—its "guts

and soul "DO'



LP
They didn't used to call

Louisville the Mile High

City. I know because
'

was raised there, in

the old West End,

when the Fails of the"

Ohio were just dry lime-

stone flats bypassed
by a canal, and thi

river was slow and
muddy, and the

long summer nights

were warm.
Not anymore, though.

It was chilly lor August
when I rolled into Louisville frdm Indi-

anapolis, heading south and east for

Charlotte. The icy mist was rising off

the falls where they plunge into the

gorge. It was too much trouble to dig

a flannel shirt out of the back, so I

bought a sweatshirt in the truck stop

'annex, figuring '|

would give it to Janet

or one of the girls la-

ter—they wear them
ke nightgowns— and

rolled on out of there

without a second piece

of pie. The shirt said,

LOUISVILLE-MILE HIGH CITY

OF THE SOUTH.

I
bought a CD, 50

Truckin' Classics, forty-

nine of which I already

had. I have a library of

eleven hundred CDs in

my cab. Imagine how much space
that would have taken in the old days
when they were as big as cookies.

I don't generally pick up hitchhikers,

but I must have felt sorry for this kid, I

was an hour south and east of Louis-

ville, just under the cloud shadow,

FICTION BY TERRY BISSON



THE
TEE boot

when I saw him standing in

the rain by the CRAB orchard
cogway 40M/64X sign, wearing

a black garbage bag for a rain-

coat, and I figured, what the

hell. He looked more than a

little wet. It rains six days out

of five south of Louisville

since the Uplift.

When we Flat Toppers run,

we run, I just barely pulled

over and was back in low-

two before he was up the lad-

der and through the inside air-

lock lens, peeling off his gar-

bage bag like a landlobster

molting. He couldn't have
been more than sixteen. He
had greasy blond hair tied

back with a rubber band un-

der a delco cap, and under

his garbage bag a windbreak-

er over a T-shirt. Glad to see

he had a coat at least. Boots

had "hand-me-down" written

all ove; them. Carried his

things in a K mart plastic bag.

He combed the rain off the

bill of his cap with one finger

LENDLOESTER HAD ME BY
END EE WE TAKING MEWE Elf

and perched on the edge of

the seat until I swept the CDs
off the seat into my own hat

and dumped them into the

glove compartment
"Nice gun," he said.

I had a Brazilian nine milli-

meter in the glove compart-

ment. I closed it.

"Wet out there," he said.

I
nodded and popped

Ricky Skaggs into the player.

I hadn't picked him up for con-

versation. I picked him up be-

cause I'd done some hitchhik-

ing myself at his age. Sixteen

going on twenty-one.

"Appreciate your stop-

ping," he said.

"Nice rig," he said.

-
I was pulling a two-piece ar-

ticulated, with a Kobo-Jonni.

The K-J is an eight-liter steel

diesel with that mighty ring

that engines used to have be-

fore they went to plastic, A lot

of guys fall all over the new
plastic mills, cause they don't

need oil, but I like oil. I had

built the K-J three times .-.no

was just through breaking in

the third set of sleeves. Plas-

tic, you just throw away.

The kid told me his name
but I forgot it. "They call me
CD," I said. 1 popped out

Ricky and popped in the Hag
to show him why,

He had those narrow eyes

and sallow skin, like he'd nev-

er seen the sun, and if he was
from south and east of Louis-

ville he probably hadn't. And
I could tell by his accent he

was. Listen, I knew this kid.

He was me thirty years ago.

You narrow up your shoulders

and narrow up your eyes,

and since everything in the

world is new to you, try to

look and act like nothing is.

"I'm going up to Hazard,"

he said.

I had figured that from his

being by the cogway sign.

"My pa works up there at

the robot train," he said.

"Guess you're going on

over Flat Mountain," he said.

Anybody could tell that

from my airlocks. He said it as

if it was the most natural

thing in the world, but it

wasn't. Not many trucks go
over Flat Mountain. Most just

go up the cogway to Hazard,

offload for the robot train, and

come right back down.
"Well, there it is," he said.

The bottom part of Flat

Mountain is the only part

most folks ever see. Since it's

almost always raining under

the cloud shadow, you can al-

most never see it from more
than ten miles away. We
were rounding the old Win-

chester bypass just east of

where Lexington used to be,

and from there it looks like a
wall of logs and trash and
rock, running almost straight

up into the clouds that are al-

ways there at eleven thou-

sand five hundred feet.

I turned off onto the Crab
Orchard feeder road, which fol-



lows the front twenty miles south and
west, then turns in at a ghost town,

Berea, where the wall eases off to a little

less than forty-live degrees. There were

about six trucks ahead of me at the cog-

way, none of them Flat Toppers. I got in

line next to a stream choked with old

cars and house pieces. It didn't have a

name. Lots of these new rivers don't

have names.

While we were in line for the cogway
I called Janet and the girls from my cab

phone and the kid got out. Maybe he

was embarrassed by all the family stuff.

I watched him walking up and down un-

der the long board shed, trying all the

candy bar machines. I moved the truck

up ten feet at a time and other trucks

pulled in behind me. Gravy Pugh came
by in his yellow slicker to clip my ticket.

"Going up top?" he asked. "Watch out,

CD, lobsters got Sanders yesterday,"

This is his standard joke. I don't lob-

ster anymore and he knows it.

"Snapped his pecker off," he said and

clipped another corner off my violet

Crab Orchard Cogway pass.

The kid climbed back into the truck

just as I was flagged to the approach

grade. He was shivering. He had left his

garbage bag in the truck, and it rains

about as hard under the board shed as

outside of it. When I was his age I had
hitchhiked a thousand miles, but this was
out west where it never rained in those

days. I
let the flagman wait while I

leaned up over the seat and fished a dry

flannel shirt out from under the tools and

spare parts. The kid pulled off his T-

shirt and wrapped my flannel shirt

around him. He could have fit in it twice.

"Ii hope your pa's expecting you," I

said. "You know, you can't go around out-

side up at Hazard."

"I been up there" was all he said. .

The guy behind me was honking but

Gravy didn't let him around. The cogway
never stops, and there is a certain trick

to magging on. The ramp is concrete but

it's cracked and crazy tilted, and there's

only one stretch where you can make
enough speed for a hitch. If you miss,

you have to turn down the cutoff and get

back in line. I always make it, but I've

been doing this run for twelve years.

"Piece of candy?" The kid held out a
Collie bar, but since it looked like his en-

tire supper I turned him down.
It was getting dark. Magged on, 1 let

the big old K-J idle. With the truck

tipped almost straight up, it's better to

have the pumps running to keep the air

out of the lines.

It's a long ride up the western front.

The Crab Orchard Cogway is slow and

noisy, fourteen miles of squeaking, rat-

tling chain. It's powered by steam gen-

erated from the coai and trash that

rolled off the lower slopes when the moun-

tain uplifted, helped by the weight of the

fHe comPUT£(?.

trucks coming down. Even in the dark I

could see them through the rain twenty

yards away. I know most of the drivers,

even the up-and-backs, or yoyos as we
Flat Toppers call them. The mountainside

looked junky in the headlights. The low-

er slopes, from seven thousand two hun-

dred to the clouds at eleven thousand

five hundred, are overgrown with weeds
and weird new ferns and what's left of

the trees—plus whatever else rolled

down when the land rolled up. Some say

they see giant volunteer tomatoes back

in the weeds, but I
never see them.

The first hundred trips or so, it's a

scary ride. The kid tried to act cool but

I
knew exactly how he felt. Your truck is

tipped back at forty-five degrees, you're

wondering if the mag and the safety un-

der it will hold, and even if it doe:., what

about that clattery old chain? Then ev-

ery once in a while the chain hauls up

short—maybe a truck had trouble un-

hooking at the Hazard end, or maybe the

world is coming apart—and the boards

under your tires creak and the leaf

springs sway, and the wind howls across

the splinters of the trees, because we're

still low enough on Flat Mountain for

there to be wind, and you realize you're

just hanging there like a wet pair of

jeans on a line.

I popped in some Carl Perkins, the old

stuff where he sings like George Jones,

and managed to mostly close my eyes.

Then here come the clouds, above
eleven thousand five hundred. The
clouds make it easier. Thinking I wasn't

looking, the kid unfolded a ten-dollar bill

from his watch pocket, folded it up again,

and put it away. I remembered hitchhik-

ing and feeling the same way; checking

it every hour or so to make sure it hadn't

turned into a five.

At Hazard you're still in the clouds, but

they loosen up as the mountain levels off

a little and the cogway ends. All of a sud-

den there's noise and lights all around.

For most of the trucks, the robot train

roundabout is the end of the line. It's a

big semicircular modular building

—

hauled up since the Uplift, naturally,

since nothing of the old town survived.

The yoyos unhitch and snake in and un-

load, load up whatever's contracted

down, and get back in line for the cog-

way down. No deadheads in this busi-

ness. Of course there are some loads

that can't wait three weeks for a backed-

up robot train, and that's where me and

the other Flat Toppers come in—trucks
that go all the way over Flat Mountain.

I figured the roundabout was where

the kid's dad worked, since there's a lot

of hand labor involved loading and un-

loading, not to mention the guys who jock-

ey the trucks through the line for a few

bucks while the drivers are sitting in the

Bellew Belle. This is barely a living,

They sleep in a pressure shed behind

the roundabout.

"This must be the place," I said.



"Appreciate the ride, mister."

"CD," I said. He started to open the

airlock and I said, "Whoa. Aren't you for-

getting something?"

He looked back at me, scared, and
started to unbutton the shirt.

I had to laugh. "Keep the shirt, kid,"

I said. "But you can't go around up here

without breath spray. You're a mile high-

er than Everest. Open your mouth." I

sprayed his throat with C-Level and told

him to run before it wore off.

Carrying his plastic bag, he hurried

out the airlock and into the roundabout.

I drove across the lot to the Bellew

Belle. It's the only diner in Hazard and
the drivers call it the Blue Balls. It isn't

airlocked and the revolving door spins

on its own from the pressure inside, eas-

ing out a continual little cloud of coffee

and hamburger steam. Hazard can use

it. It's a cold, dark, nasty place where no-

body would live unless they worked
there, or work unless they couldn't work

anywhere else.

I wondered if the kid's dad knew he

was coming. Or if he even existed.

When I
was his age I told folks I was hitch-

ing to Dallas to see my dad, who was a

police officer. If you don't lie people will

figure you're a runaway.

Flat Toppers tend to sit together.

"How's the weather down under, CD?"

they ask. "How's the weather up top?" I

ask back. That's our standard joke, be-

cause the weather below the western

front is always the same—always raining.

And of course there's no weather on top

of Flat Mountain. You can't have weath-

er without atmosphere.

I used the lobby phone to call Janet

and the girls again. I was already too

high for the cab phone and this would

be my last chance until I got back from

Charlotte, since satellite calls over the

mouniain are so expensive. One of the

guys at the table told me claws were
bringing $100 in Charlotte, but they had

to be unmarked because nobody eats

road kill. I told him
I
didn't lobster any-

more anyway.

It was just after midnight and I was get-

ting up to go when the kid came in the

revolving door, nursing a bloody nose

with the sleeve of my shirt. He had run

across the lot withoul any breath spray.

"Find your dad?" I asked, and he

shook his head. He sat down, looking at

the French fries the other guys had left

on their plates. I bought two hamburgers

out of the machine, even though I had
already eaten, and acted like I didn't

want one of them. That's the way you

have to do it with a kid like that.

But I had to get going.

"I guess you better head back to the

roundabout and catch a ride back
down the mountain," I said.

The kid shook his head. He said his

mother had got married and moved out

of Louisville. He claimed his dad had

left ten dollars for him back at the round-

about to catch a ride across to Charlotte,

where his grandma lived. I didn't believe

that for a minute. He showed me the

same folded-up ten I'd seen him looking

at on the cogway.

I said, "Insurance won't let me carry

you over Flat Mouniain." This was a lie.

The fact is, no Flat Topper's insured. Not

because it's dangerous, though it can

be, but because it's nat a part of any

state anymore. It's not acluarily part of

the world, my insurance man says.

"I know exactly where she lives," the

kid said, acting like he hadn't heard me.

He took a yellow piece of paper from his

watch pocket and started unfolding it. He

was doing good at not crying.

When I was his age, and I was hitch-

hiking, I had a ten-dollar bill in my
watch pocket. That was it. This Mexican

guy from St. Louis picked me up. He
kept a pearl-handled revolver under the

car seat. First time we stopped to eat, I

tried to unfold my fen so he wouldn't see

bToo high

to fly over, too thick to

tunnel through,

Flat Mountain has split up

a lot of families.

It's not like it's an ocean
that took a

million years to form. 9

what it was, figuring I knew about Mexi-

cans. And he told me to put ft in my
shoe because everybody knows to look

in your watch pocket. He bought my
meals across Missouri and Oklahoma.
"One Twenty-one Magnolia Street,"

the kid read off the paper, but he pro-

nounced it "mangolia" like an aircraft met-

al. I could tell he'd never been to Char-

lotte.
I wasn't surprised. Too high to fly

over, too thick to tunnel through, Flat

Mountain has split up a lot of families. It's

not like an ocean that took a million

years to form. They say it's even making

the days longer, at almost an hour a
year, because the bulge makes the

earth turn slower, like a skater throwing

her arms out.

Slower days, that's all we need.

The other Flat Toppers had all left,

heading down the Crab Orchard to Lou-

isville and points beyond.

What the hell, I figured. "Let's go," I

said. "And don't keep your money in

your watch pocket. Everybody knows to

took there."

At thirty-four thousand five hundred,

Hazard would be snowy if the vents off

the mountain didn't keep the clouds half

steam. Cold steam. I was half frozen by

the time I had finished letting all bui

eight pounds out of my tires and topping

off the oxy and fuel in the injection sys-

tem. You don't need an oversuit down so

low, but you do need to keep a can of

breath spray handy. C-Lev.el gives the

cells enough oxygen to get by and fools

your nerves into thinking you're breath-

ing. I keep a can in my pocket.

"I could have helped," the kid said

when I got into the truck. "I know pretty

much about trucks." I handed him an over-

suit and made him slip it on, even if he

didn't want to zip it up. My rig is pres-

surized at five thousand five hundred and

I've never had an accident, but you nev-

er know. Stuffed with fries, he went to

sleep. I popped in old Lyle Lovett and

hit the road, ihe only road east.

For the first two hours out of Hazard

it's nothing but clouds. Flat Mountain's

not flat yet and you're riding an eight per-

cent switchback patched together out of

old highways. If you ever saw the origi-

nal Appalachians from the air, they

looked like a rug somebody had kicked,

with the ridges like long folds running par-

allel. The theory was that Africa had

bumped into the USA a million years ago

and folded them up. The Uplift killed

that theory. Now they say that the Ap-
palachians were the wrinkles left when
the Cumberland Dome collapsed a mil-

lion years ago—unwrinkled when it rose

up again twenty years ago. They say it's

not stable, and it's true: If you get out of

your truck you can still feel the ground

humming through your shoes. Cold fu-

sion, twenty miles down.
It's funny, the Appalachians are gone

but their ghost is in the roads. The route

over Flat Mountain is patched together

out of the old highways which followed

the valleys, running close enough to par-

allel to make a natural switchback. You

back-and-forth your way up what used

to be Pine Mouniain, Crab Orchard Moun-
tain, Black Mountain, Clinch Mountain-
all humped together now into one grav-

elly slope, invisible in the permanent fog.

Low-range fourth or high-range second

gear all the way.

Twenty miles up and east of Hazard
there's a little snowbelt, which in the win-

ter extends all the way down to the round-

about and the town. This time of the

year, though, it's no sooner noticed

than gone. Then it gets too high to snow
and loo high to breathe all at the same
time. I came out of the clouds al 2:10 a.m.

and it was almost dawn, "Dawn's

dawn," Janet used to call it, back when
she used to ride with me, before the

girls were born. Above one hundred thou-

sand feet the days are nineteen hours

long in the summer,

I
was tempted to wake up the kid. Be-

hind me and below, in the big mirrors, a

sea of clouds stretched two hundred

miles. Ninety percenl of the almosphere

CON-INUED ON PAGE B4



BY RICHARD NALLEY

Future game shows will turn home
viewers into contestants. So

come on down and spin the wheel

PAINTINGS BY
STANISLAW FERNANDES

'
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Imagine yourself turning

on the television set in the

Fifties or early Sixties and
getting an eyeful of to-

day's programs. There's

the'Bundy family on Mar-

ried. ..With Children, mak-

ing smirky jokes about
masturbation. Sally Jessy

Raphael announces she

won't do a segment on
necrophilia, though nearly

everything else seems
fair game. "Entertainment

values" are stressed on

the network news pro-

grams, which now have
the added perkiness of

travelogues, as we wait to

see what corner of God's
green earth Peter Jen-

nings will be broadcast-

ing from tonight.

Flip the channels. One
network showcases prod-

ucts you can order by

phone; another features

musicians acting out cur-

rent rock songs. Both are

essentially nonstop com-
mercials. You won't find

too many Westerns— in

the late Fifties as many as

30 ran in a season—and
only a few soldier shows.

War is now depicted with

a hard-bitten, antiheroic

realism. Remember the scene in 48
Hours? Furloughed convict Eddie
Murphy glances in a window and sees

a scantily clad aerobics dancer exer-

cising on television. Suddenly, freedom

has taken on a new meaning. 'TV has
changed," he whispers.

Not everywhere on the dial it hasn't.

On the game shows the viewer'from the

Sixties would find things reassuringly,

almost eerily familiar. When you visit

this Twilight Zone of well-scrubbed, most-

ly middle-class, mostly white people en-

gaged in the eager pursuit of refriger-

ators and dining room sets, you could

be visiting almost any place in Ameri-

ca, at any time since the dawn of tele-

vision. In this world the authority figure

is still almost always male, with "elbow

grabbers" like Vanna or Carol or Jan-

ice representing a feminine fantasy of

wholesome glamour. All contestants re-

ceive the sponsors' products: Gerito! in

1957's game show 21, Fleischmann's

yeast and Pond's cold cream on to-

iYou'll turn your one-way TV into

a two-way tube and play along with the studio

contestants. You won't remember
what life was like before interactive television.^

day's Family Feud. It is easy to imag-

ine Mom whipping up dinner in the kitch-

en, Pop in his slippers receiving it on a

TV tray, and Ike—that great game
show devotee— still in the Oval Office.

Many of the homesteaders who
staked their claims in the early days of

television span the decades from the Ei-

senhower administration to the Rea-

gan-Bush era: the ubiquitous produc-

er Mark Goodsori and hosts like Monty
Hall, Bill Cullen, Tom Kennedy, and
Gene Rayburn. Pat Sajak—on the air for

seven years now—is practically a

babe in diapers.

The Price is Right first exhorted con-

testants to "come on down" in 1956.

Jeopardy gave its first answer in 1964.

Wheel of Fortune, the umpteenth show
to revolve around a casino device, has

been played by the same rules by an

endless stream of interchangeable play-

ers for 15 years.

Says Wheel of Fortune's Sajak, "It's

kind of strange that with all the elec-

tronic gadgets available

to us we have this big,

clunky wheel and these
manually—or Vannually—
turned letters. We have
made a few cosmetic
changes, but the show
probably looks as it

would have if we were do-

ing it In the Sixties,"

Well, in the words of

Bob Dylan, a familiar

voice from that era, "the

times they are a-chang-
in'." The game show, the

last bastion of the Fifties,

the high-water mark of

the American century, is

getting ready for the twen-

ty-first century. Forget the

past, when you either

went on the show yourself

as a contestant or played

vicariously, shouting at

the TV and patting your-

self on the back for right

answers. Line up, all you
geniuses of the Barca-

lounger; a new option is

around the corner. It's

called interactive televi-

sion, or iTV. With a hand-
held or laptop terminal

—

you'll have to buy it, of

course—you'll turn your

one-way television into a

two-way tube and play

along with the studio contestants, You

won't remember what life was like be-

fore your first interactive television.

But before we round that corner, a

question: What really is the universal

and enduring appeal of game shows?
They are appealing, for sure. The
game shows we watch today are direct

descendants of radio quiz programs, be-

ginning in 1936 with NBC's Uncle Jim's

Question Bee and then its spinoff, Un-

cle Jim's Ask-lt Basket. The enormous-

ly popular quiz format weathered the

transition to television by adding such

visual excitement as neon, isolation

booths, and pretty women.
None created a greater sensation

than The $64,000 Question, which

soared to the number one ratings slot

for the 1955-56 season, beating out

such entertainment juggernauts as /

Love Lucy, The Ed Sullivan Show, and
December Bride.

Newsweek magazine called the

game show "an ingenious wish-fulfill-



merit machine calibrated to punch our

deepest psychic buttons." Most of the

shows that have evolved through the

years have also based their appeal on
competitiveness, gambling risk, and
greed—just look at those stages full of

merchandise. "People say greed's in-

volved in game shows, and I'd say, 'Ab-

solutely,'" says Dennis James, tele-

vision's first network game show host

on 1946's Cash arid-Carry. "It's like the

lottery: People want to spend a buck
and win something."

Game shows keep rules simple on

purpose and invite their viewing audi-

ences to ieel a bit superior to the some-
times floundering contestants on the

screen. "The game is structured so the

viewer almost always figures out the puz-

zle before the game is over." says
Sajak. "It's nice to sit at home and feel

smarter than all those big shots on TV."

Hall, who did 4,000 episodes of Let's

Make a Deal, thinks the appeal of

game shows is tied in to the sporting

instinct, "You follow new people as

they wind their way down the course to

victory or defeat. It's like football. You
develop a rooting interest in a team."

Of course, the games these shows
most closely resemble are usually

played in casinos, not in stadiums, and
many work on rousing the gambling
blood. Bill B., a spokesman for Gam-
blers Anonymous, was an avid game

show viewer dunng his gambling days

and a contestant himself on Hugh
Downs's Concentration. "So many peo-

ple arndng our fellowship have gotten

hooked on game shows," he says. "Com-
pulsive gamblers like games. They are

very competitive. They even want to

beat the kids at Monopoly."

To this list must be added the thrill

of exhibitionism—even vicarious—and
its flip side, the fear of humiliation. Vet-

eran producer Goodson says that as at-

tractive as the money and prizes are,

the real appeal of the game shows is

the lure of the spotlight, an "escape
from the drabness of ordinary life." To

those sitting at home, or under the hot

lights, the game show is a half-hour

trip to a world of extraordinary possibil-

ities, where common sense, luck,

quick reflexes, or, occasionally, brains

will open door number three. Manufac-

turing an escape from drabness is the

great challenge of the game show.

Those who stand guard at the tem-
ples of our culture have not always ap-

preciated America's love affair with

game shows. "There is no way," says

the social critic Clifton Fadiman, "of

reconciling the vision offered by
Shakespeare or Newton with the vision

ol life offered by The Gong Show." And
yet somehow we find room in our

hearts to embrace them all.

Today- game shows are pitched to

THE UMCRM1NG- OF WN& TUTS' TOMS

young audiences on MTV, after-work au-

diences on the networks, and older day-

time audiences on local syndication. A
game show appears on one channel or

another virtually all morning and after-

noon, and the top-rated shows shove
aside the evening news. Some are even

played twice each day. -

Game shows are an American pas-
sion that we have shared with the

wider world. Wheel of Fortune has
been seen in some 40 countries, includ-

ing six behind "he pre giasnost Iron Cur-

tain. The British have reveled in such
transplant as Blind Date (our Dating

Game) and Call My Blur: tout What's My
Line?), the Spanish in El Precio Juslo

(
The Price Is Right),

If greed, competitiveness, and wish

fulfillment—powerful motivating forces

—

have tailed to pull game shows away
from their familiar moorings, a new age
that will have more profound effects

may be on the horizon. The secret
wish of every game show watcher—to

participate in Ihe game effortlessly, with-

out risking disappointment or sell expo

sure—may be close at hand. Several

manufacturers—including Interactive

Systems. Inc. (ISI), of Beaverton, Ore-

gon, and Interactive Network (IN),

based in Mountain View, California

—

are developing play-along video.

If you buy IN's system, you need, of

course, a TV and a'telephone, along

with IN's sleek, lap-size Interactive Con-
trol unit ($450); which is about half the

size of a standard PC keyboard. The
lightweight unit features a 320 char-

acter bit-mapped liquid crystal display

(LCD) screen—just a little larger than a

business card—four keys to the left,

four to the right, and a space bar be-

low. Inside the unit are a modem and
F'vl receiver, making the thing complete-

ly wireless and mobile.

The radio receiver picks up an FM sig-

nal that is simulcast with the TV pro-

gram. For those of you who don't live

within range of a participating FM sta

tion, you'll have to buy an additional

gadget called a booster: It receives in-

orrnation via a IV signal broadcast
over PBS TV stations. The TV signal, con

lained within the VBI (vertical blanking

interval), is then converted by the boost-

er into an infrared signal. Like a remote

control, the Interactive Control unit re-

ceives the infrared signal and allows

you to play along with the game. The
boostc itself is slightly onger and thin-

ner than the In, toract vo Control unit. At

this writing, IN hasn't put a price tag on
the accessory.

When quiz questions are asked in

the studio, you have a chance to an-

swer them. In a game such as Jeop-
ardy, select the right .answer from mul-

tiple-choice answers on Ihe screen.

Just strike a single key to answer. For

Wheel of Fortune, you'll have to type in

the full answer. Your real competition,
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MyTH MAKERS:
DRAWING ON THE PAST

POINTINGS B^f MARSHALL ARISMAN

C.J' drribthlng men and

beasts into godly creatures or angry adversaries

has long been the stuff of ancient art

. and myths- Artist Marshall Arisman incorporates

animalistic themes into his art, endowing

-beings with the magical properties o: beasts.

•;, For these paintings Arisman drew on

his fascination with deer antlers and the protective

powers they seem to possess, Arisman,

who grew up on a farm in upstate,:New York

surrounded by deer, considered. What it

man had antlers, horns that embrace and shield

us? .and thus began the'se-works. People

don't always view his work optimistically, however.

"Some people see these beings as trapped

in inescapable cage's. Instead- they're meant as

metaphors for a kind of ritualistic strength."



Hatfway through completing these paint-

ings. Arisraan learned of certain Sioux

Indian rites,.which granted his work anew
dimension. "During the initiation from boy-

hood to manhood, the Sioux paint.them-.

selves in earthy colors, similar to the ones

I'd been using. Then they pierce the mus-
cle tissue of their pectorals, and the outer

muscles of their upper arms and calves, with

antlers or buffalo bones. (Buffalo skulls,

stones, and weights are hung from their limbs.) •

'

Ihe boys are then strung up by twine attached to

the =r-es!-muscle horns: and there they, hang until

their pecs rip and release the men." Arismftn is quick

to point out thai one of the. conditions for moving into'

manhood is that "you have to suffer some kind of

that deals with your physicality. These

tests are never meant to kill anybody, just

to bring you to your own mind—tobecome
;. one with the animal .'Arisman sees this rite

: as strengthening mind and spirit. "It has to

be traumatic enough that the experience

would be life changing." Though not literal

interpretations ofthis rituai, the paintings do
similar themes and are reminiscent

merging, with beast. These images
' hav0.bec6rhe part of our collective imagination,

As we headinto the future with dramatic advances

in genetic engineering, will we see these ancient

fantasies of human-animals leave the pages, of lit-

erature and .become experiments^man-beast fry-

.

bndsxonjur'ed in labs?—Nina Guccione DO



The popular hero of tomorrow

may have more faces than Batman
and the Joker combined
and can manipulate his or her

image by staging media
events or merely changing clothes

IfUTERV/IELfU

f% | as it Joe Stalin

I Iwho said, "When
mm mJ I hear the word cul-

ture I reach for my revolver?"

Or was it Hermann Goring? Or
was it Rooster Cogburn?

Whoever it was would prob-

ably reach for his revolver

and blow his brains out when
he heard the word postmod-
ernism exploding around him
like cheap firecrackers.

Postmodern architecture,

postmodern art, postmodern
literature—what does it all

mean? That braised tuna

steak with the dill fig yogurt

sauce and prickly pears—is

that postmodern cuisine?

But these days more and
more people are understand-

ing postmodernism— if not

what it means, at least what it

looks like. Take that building

that looks like a collision be-

tween a Greek temple and a
Quonset hut. Please.

Anyway, for all the post-

modern labeling that occurs.

there's little discussion of

what it is. What does postmod-

ern mean, anyway? Isn't this

the modern age? If it isn't,

when did it end? Or is the mod-

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DENNIS MANARCHY



tMxon 's ability to stand for so many things

simultaneously and to use signs to appeal to different audiences and cloak

one ideology with another makes him postmodern.^

ern here among us still, next to the

postmodern and the premodern? Is our

age some kind of stack of time warps?
Is our culture not a culture at all but a
stack of them? What does it all mean?
When Jim Collins hears the word

postmodernism, he reaches for his point-

er and his slides. That's because it is Jim

Collins's job to explain it all. Collins is a

professor of postmodernism. Sort of. Actu-

ally he's an assistant professor in the de-

partment of communication and theater

at the University of Notre Dame. His

book Uncommon Cultures; Popular Cul-

ture and Post-Modernism is an explana-

tion of the ideas of postmodernism and

68 OMNI

popular cuki.'C and now ihey cons'.::ule

what we optimistically and quaintly call

"our culture."

Collins explains that until recently cul-

ture was conceived as what he calls the

Grand Hotel, a magnificent structure

with many corridors and wings and tur-

rets—diverse, but all reflective of a
grand design and central authority. The
Grand Hotel was an ancient institution,

with a foundation laid by the Greeks. Al-

though it was always adding on and
could never be considered to be com-
pleted, each addition to the Grand Ho-

tel ot culture was "authorized" and fit in

with the master plan. What occurred with-

in the Grand Hotel was culture and high

art. What occurred outside the ivied

gates of the Grand Hotel was low art; it

was mass culture if it was worthy of the

Cword at all.

Collins is one of the new thinke's wno
apply their critical faculties to culture in

all of its manifestations: high, low, mass,

sub, and what have you. He brings the

same mind to analyzing a Batman com-
ic or a Springsteen song or a Joe Dante

film that he does to an Umberto Eco nov-

el or an artwork by Sherrie Levine.

Is pop culture a plot to destroy the clas-

sics as well as the serious avant-garde,

as many critics and art historians have



sugges'sd? Is pop culture a nght-wing

conspiracy, an "ideological stale appa-

ratus" to enslave tn= wraking class with

drivel and hidden persuaders, as numer-

ous Marxist analysts have proposed? Or

is pop culture simply the state of things,

the consequence of high technology

that serves "tic same functions for the elec-

tronic age as the hallowed art of old?

Rather than being the latest news,

postmodernism to Collins is "the culmi-

nation of the ongoing p'ol feration of pop-

ular narrative ihs". began rearly two cen-

turies ago. It is the logical consequence
of cultural evolution, technological prog-

ress, and social changes including the

disappearance of social classes as we
once knew them." Collins argues that

there is no single culture, no dominant

culture. There is no authority, there is no

center, no avant-garde. The old notions

of time and meaning are models that no

longer apply.

While Collins's ideas may not seem
i;ke bolts from the blue, they are a radi-

cal departure from mainstream criticism

and may serve as a wake-up call to

many cultural practitioners. Collins is not

just saying that the. rules have changed.

He's saying that the rules never existed.

That art history is best read as fiction.

That the pantneon o" high culture and its

canon writ in stone embody as much eter-

nal truth as the movie of the week.

The University of Notre Dame is best

known as a sports school. But that's

changing somewhat. Despite- the fact

thai Noire Dame is still a major force in

football and basketball, it's now also a

major force in the world of academics,

thanks to a d svingnished complement of

scholars and thinkers like Jim Collins.

Collins is thirty-seven years old, but he

looks younger. I visited him at his office

on the campus of the Fighting Irish. It's

a large campus, but Collins gave good
directions. "After you pass between the

i'ootoall s:adiu"- and Iho oasketbal are-

na, make a left at the firs! light, then you'll

see a giant mural of Christ. You'll rec-

ognize it. They call it the Touchdown Je-

sus." Sure enough, there He was, arms

raised in the touchdown signal, directly

behind the goalposts that Knute Rock-

ne. built. And there was Collins in blue

jeans, ready to talk about pop culture,

the lalosl movies, and even art world gos-

sip. Postmodern gossip.—Gienn O'Brien

Omni: Tell us about the Grand Hotel.

Collins: In Ihe Grand Hotel eve'y:hing

is controlled by an unseen hand. Dif-

ferent aspects of culture are subsets ol

a master sysiem or inshuments in a

er orchestra that's being led by whom
ever—the dominant class, the acade-

my, or the "culture industry." Texts

[works of art] are ordered or directed

to deal with certain kinds o
J subset mat-

ter and not others. Audiences "know

"Folks in these pa'la are rem clannish". If you knov/ v/hai I mean. No matter

how long you stayed here they'd always consider you outsiders.

"

their place" and know what tney are sup-

posed to be consuming.

Within the modernist period [roughly

1900-1970], there were distinctions be-

tween inside and outside, between an

official avant-garde and everything

else. Often conceived of as mass cul-

ture, that "everyth ng else- was defined

in terms of being outside. The presup-

position was that everyone knew
what's outside and what's in.

Postmodernism recognizes that our

culture is discourse-sensitive: What we
consider to be our culture depends en-

tirely on the frameworks we use to

conceptualize the world. When Bruce
Springsteen says, "My culture," and
when Jimmy Swaggart says it, they're

not referring to the same culture. Dis-

tinctions betweer higher and lower, in-

ane] outside, are no longer tenable.

This is not because suddenly distinc-

tions between what is real, authentic art

and what isn't have been bastardized,

say, through television. But rather, tech-

nology has changed ideas of how
works of art are produced and how
they circulate. Cultural heterogeneity

wasn't produced by technology; rath-

er, this multiplicity of cultures had, up

to this point, been ignored. Previously,

there was this stuff called popular cul-

ture that didn't count, didn't belong in

the realm of official culture.

Omni: When did popular art begin to be

accepted by the highbrow class?

Collins: The recognition that film was
an art form was part of it. With the de-

velopment of auteurism in the Fifties,

first in France and then throughout the

world, you began to see film through

the director. You saw directors as art-

ists whose consistent personal vision

kept coming back over and over. The

argument was that film is just as much
an art form as any book or painting. Oth-

er factors' were at work at the same
time. In the Sixtes. pop art began to chal-

lenge distinctions between museum
and mass art. You see it in the appro-

praiionisr pnc.ography of the Seventies

and Eighties [the work of Sherrie Le-

vine, Barbara Kruger, and others who
"take" pictures from other conlexis and

"re-present" them in their own works].

You also see it in bebop jazz in the Fif-

ties and rap music today.

But I'm not as concerned with

where we locate the beginning of this

as with the different forms it's taken and

what factors have led to our recognition

that popular culture is not a disposable

ccmmodiiy This awareness opens up
larger questions about what shapes cul-

ture: how we envision community, his-

tory, everything can no longer be tak-

en for granted. Some argue that this

process started in the eighteenth cen-

tury with the fragmentation of the so-

called public sphere. Rises in literacy,

in lending libraries, produced a fragmen-

tation of whai was ruao and who was
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bDid a saucer with

aliens crash in New Mexico?
The Center for

'dies would like to kno\

Some 43 years ago
in Lincoln County,
New Mexico, ranch
manager William

'Mac" Brazel woke
after a violent thun-

derstorm to discover

one of his fields so lit-

tered with strange de-

bris that his herd of

sheep couldn't cross

it. Since the ranch
was near Roswell,
home ot the 509th

Atomic Bombard-
ment Group, a crack

team of intelligence

officers investigated

that very week. Colo-

nel William Blan-
chard, the Roswell
base commander,
even declared that

the Army Air Force
had retrieved a "fly-

ing disc." Blan-

chard's superior, Brig-

adier General Roger Ramey. later retracted the statement,

saying the crashed object was a weather balloon. But pun-

dits have accused the Air Force of uncovering a crashed
saucer, as well as alien bodies, ever since.

Today the ranch is the subject of a new investigation

conducted by the Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS) in Chi-

cago. Donald R. Schmitt, CUFOS' director of special in-

vestigations, and his partner, Kevin D. Randle, a reserve

Air Force intelligence officer, have conducted seven on-

site Investigations over the past year. They have also sur-

veyed the area for remaining debris and are analyzing the

soil In hopes of finding fragments from the crash.

Though none of the alleged alien debris has yet turned

up, several of the original witnesses have attested to the

material's otherworldly properties. This information, in ad-

dition to estimates that the debris scattered for more than

three quarters of a mile, has convinced Schmitt that what
crashed in Lincoln County was "definitely not a weather
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balloon." Hr -

dlehaveals:

ed other con

al explanations by
checking the records

of V-2and experimen-

tal A-9 rocket launch-

es in the New Mexico
area that July.

What is clear, say

the investigators, is

that the official mili-

tary response to the

incident was extreme-

ly cautious. "The ar-

ea was cordoned off

by military police,"

says Schmitt. "Mac
Brazel was detained

during the search,
and military guards
escorted him through
town. And he may
have been forced to

change his testimony

to conform to the mili-

tary's version of the

facts. Military personnel were sworn to secrecy and still

won't talk to us. My question is, why'
"We're approaching every source and testing every

explanation, " Schmitt adds. "But by the time we're

through we might be left with only one possibility."

There are those who think the CUFOS team is wasting

its time. "No substantial evidence has ever confirmed the

incredible tales surrounding this story," says Michael R.

Dennett of the Committee for the Scientilic Investigation

of Claims of the Paranormal's subcommittee on UFOs. "Un-

til some real evidence, like one of the alien bodies, is pro-

duced, it is reasonable to assume that Roswell, New Mex-

ico, was not the site of the most important social, political,

and scientific event of this century."

Schmitt and Randle, however, plan further excavation

at the ranch throughout 1990. "It's like looking for a nee-

dle in a haystack." says Schmitt. "But if there's a chance
of finding something, it's worth it."—JEFF GOLDBERG



Until recently, the 280 peo-

ple who work in the Fremont
Insurance Building in Los

Angeles shared office space
with some unwanted intrud-

ers— 1 ,500 bats. "They
would just hang around on

the ceiling,'
1

recalls building

manager Jim Rabb. "The

smell forced us lo relocate

our offices from one part of

the building.'*

Last year, inexplicably,

the bat population inside the

building exploded. Office

workers regularly spotted

the critters sailing down hail-

ways. Although the mouse-
sized Mexican free-tailed

bats never bit any Fremont
tenants, they did frighten sev-

eral "One executive was so

sure a bat was coming after

him that he hit the floor,"

says Rabb. "But the animal

was just trying to get out of

the building.'*

At first, Rabb and his staff

cornered the creatures when
they could, stuffing them m

boxes and envelopes and
then releasing them out-

doors. "But the problem was
driving us batty, so we called

exterminators," Rabb says.

Gordon Fries, the owner
of Hydrex Pest Control, final-

ly managed to rid the

building of its bats.

Fries discovered that

when the 30-year-old Fre-

mont building was earth-

quake-proofed almost 20

years ago, rods were added
to the structure; But the

holes drilled to support the

rods left openings that al- .

lowed bats to ffy into the in-

terior of the building. Ex-

plains Fries, "The animals

stayed inside the building dur-

ing the day and then flew out

to feed at ntght."

To force the bats from

their downtown L.A. home.

Fries taped plastic mesh
over cracks in the building,

leaving a small slit at the

bottom. "When the bats

came out at night they hit the

mesh, fell down, and went
out the bottom," he says.

"But they couldn't reenter

when they tried to return."

After all the bats had left

the building, Fries cemented
the cracks that had served

as entry portals In the first

place. "So far," says Rabb,

"we haven't had any more
problems, although one bat

did drop by in late Decem-
ber. He came in through an
open window and we escort-

ed him right back out.

"Around six in the

afternoon," he adds, "you

can still see bats flying

outside the building. I guess
this was home for so long,

they just like to stop in for a

visit."—Sherry Baker

"In my experience, ifyou
have to keep the lavatory

door shut by extending your
left leg, it's modem
architecture.

"

—Nancy Banks Smith

other practitioners of pagan
religions. Where once they

could be counted on to con-

coct a brew of herbs, today's

witches, warlocks, and other

pagans are just as likely

to prepare a potion of bits,

bytes, and binary code.

Margot Adler, author of

Drawing Down the Moon, a
book about the neo-pagan
movement in the United

States, says that the largest

occupational groupings of

pagan practitioners include

computer programmers, soft-

ware developers, and sys-

tems analysts.

Why were 1 1 percent of

the 195 people that Adler

interviewed in the computer
field? Neo-pagans have
good imaginations, tend to

be interested In science

fiction, fantasy, and reading,

and think about the future a
lot, She explains, "These are

the same things that attract

people to computing."

Tom Williams, a neo-

pagan "involved with com-
puters professionally,"

agrees. "Neo-pagans are will-

ing to experience something
different from what most peo-

ple consider the norm,"

Williams says. "Personal

computers." he adds, "com-
municate a sense of free-

dom and personal power,

which is what tends to moti-

vate people to seek knowl-

edge of their psychic self

through magic as well as
through more conventional

scientific means."
—Paul McCarthy



Last summer a construc-

tion company renovating the

historic nineteenth-century

building thai once housed

the Medical College of Geor-

gia in Augusta made a grisly

discovery: Hundreds of hu-

man bones were hidden in

the cellar- But that doesn't

mean the building was once
the site of a mass murder. In-

stead, according to Georgia

State University anthropolo-

gist Robert Blakely, the

skeletons are the remains of

corpses dug up by grave

robbers known as "resurrec-

tion men," who supplied

medical students with cadav-

ers for then-illegal dissec-

tion. "The bones are now at

Georgia State, where they

are being cleaned, cata-

loged, and prepared for an-

alysis/' says Blakely, who
led the team that recovered

the remains. "We have to lay

body pans out on tables and
put them together to form

whole skeletons before we
can determinehowmany bod-

ies the bones represent. But

we know there are scores

and scores of them. They
are primarily adults, but

there are some bones from

children and even fetuses."

The grave robbers most
often turned to poor black

cemeteries for their "sub-

jects," he adds, and would
pry coffins open with

crowbars under the cover of

night. The skeletons will

teach us about the health

and nutrition of the people

whose bodies were secretly

exhumed for medical re-

search, Blakely says. "They
are urban nineteenth-

century folks, probably

black. That's a group about
which historians and anthro-

pologists know very little.

"What's more, by studying

the bones as well as artifacts

found In the medical col-

lege's cellar, researchers will

learn more about the medi-

cal practices of the time."

Blakely hopes the bones
will eventually be returned to

Augusta and cremated. And.

he says, "I am recommend-
ing that the Medical College

of Georgia erect a monu-
ment on the grounds."

—Sherry Baker

"I wish Adam had died with

all his ribs in his body.

"

—Dion Boucicault

"You will die but the carbon

will not: Its career does not

end with you . ... It will

return to the soil, and there

a plant may take it up again

in time, sending it once more
on a cycle ofplant and
animal life."

. —Jacob Bronowski

When people complain of

sorcery-induced ills, what

are they really talking about?

To find out, psychiatrist M
3. Keshavan of the Universi-

ty of Pittsburgh's Western

Psychiatric Institute and Clin-

ic studied 209 residents of

south India, where people

attribute their ills to a
centuries-old form of sorcery

called Bhanamati.

The afflicted, Kesnavan
now says, were actually

experiencing various psychi-

atric and physical problems.

One hundred and eight suf-

fered from conversion dis-

order, in which psychological

conflicts are expressed in

the form of physical symp-

toms. Another 30 experi-

enced somatization, which in-

volves lethargy as well as

multiple aches ana ps

and 29 more suffered

from anxiety disorc;

remainder had such prob-

lems as epilepsy and menta'

retardation.

Most were not interested

In medical help, according to

Kesnavan, although some
did consult Wester'-,

cians while visiting i-

ers. Notes Keshavs
cessful doctors do m
lenge these primitive bezels

but, rather, give the people

advice couched in language

that they find acceptable."

When more is understood

about Bhanamati and similar

mystical belief systems,

says Keshavan. Western-

style care will be possible.

Keshavan even foresees the

day "when a faith healer will

refer a person who comes In

with a serious illness to a

physician."—Paul McCarthy

:';t



What are the odds that a
space alien, dead or alive,

will land on Earth during the

next year? Two hundred and
fifty to one, according to

Ladbrokes
1

of London, the

world's largest bookie agen-
cy. "I'm recognized as the

man who bets on odd
things," says Ron Pollard,

Ladbrokes' director, who
gives the same odds on the

existence of more earthly

creatures, such as the

Abominable Snowman and
the Loch Ness monster.

Pollard began betting

against the existence o!

"men with a single eye in the

middle of their foreheads

in 1976," when the Unarius

Academy of Science an-

nounced communication
with inhabitants from the

Pleiades, a seven-planet clus-

ter in the constellation of

Taurus. Since then, people
from all over the world—but

mostly from California

—

have wagered nearly

$200,000.

"The Unarius people

haven't entered many bets

lately," says Pollard, "but tor

a large number of years they

placed lots of money."
Indeed, although some

members of Unarius contin-

ue to wager money, the or-

ganization itself stopped
betting in 1978. Originally it

began betting "for the

publicity." says Charles

Spaegel, executive vice-

president of the El Cajon,

California, organization, "but

we now know that a space
fleet will land in the year

2001 , so we have stopped
betting until then." The
landing witl take place in the

76 OMNI

Bermuda Triangle. Spaegel
adds, on a part of Atlantis

that will rise from (he sea.

Pollard isn't so sure. "Very

interesting," he says, "but I

suppose I'll be dead and
gone by then." If Spaegel 's

prediction does come true,

,

the rules of proof stipulate

that the secretary-general of

the United Nations deter-

mine the authenticity of the

extraterrestrial. And if that

happens, "I would have the

space alien present the

checks to the winners." says
Pollard. 'That would be
good PR, wouldn't it?"

—Jack Rosenberger

' 'Dreams are not bargains;

they settle nothing.

"

—Margaret Atwood

According to social work-

er Dale Trahan, a teenager

sporting a T-shirt embla-

zoned with an upside-down
crucifix is not necessarily a
Satanist. "Those more deep-
ly involved with Satanism
place a high value on

secrecy, so the problem is

usually hidden," Trahan

says. "Nonetheless," he
adds, "the United States

has. in (act, so many teen-

age devil worshipers that

special centers are needed
to treat them."

To that end, Trahan re-

cently helped organize

Hartgrove Hospital's Center
for the Treatment of Ritualis-

tic Deviance in Chicago.

What kinds of kids

become Satanists? Trahan

says most are intelligent and
creative, usually from middle-

and upper-class families.

"They are often underachiev-

ers who feel they don't fit in

and have no shot at success
using traditional means,
They also think their parents'

religion is full of hypocrisy."

Typically, Trahan ex-

plains, a teen fitting this pro-

file becomes Intrigued with

the occult around age
fourteen and begins to lose

interest in other, more
traditional activities.

"Satanism's promise of

power is appealing," he

says. "Participants feel su-

perior, They can talk about
Satan around other people,

especially their parents,

and make them scared and
keep them at a distance."

The deeper they delve

into devil worship, Trahan

points out, the more trouble

teenagers tend to get into, in-

cluding drug abuse and
violence. "If they believe

they need energy in blood

and sexual fluid to create

magic, they may turn to

sacrificing animals and even

humans." He adds that

suicide—seen as the ulti-

mate sacrifice for Satan—is

also a grave danger.

Trahan emphasizes that

the Center for Ritualistic De-
viance doesn't hospitalize

anyone because of religious

beliefs. "Kids are here

because of emotional and be-

havioral problems that are

complicated, compounded,
or motivated by a destructive

application of occult prin-

ciples," he says. "These are

kids whose lives are out

of control."—Sherry Baker



ROCK STARS
ticism of things foreign. "It's breaking

down our xenophobia," he says.

World beat is turning the British rock

establishment on its ear—and turning

its ears on. Townshend sees the current

craze among UK kids and bands for

world beat as an attempt to recapture

the original driving force of rock and
roll—its guts and soul. "Rock links back
to the blues and to the communal music

of the black church," he says, "to that

ache that was about liberation."

And Kerr says, "I foresee a returning

to our roots. Whether we think about it

or not, we have a strong racial memo-
ry." According to Kerr, music making
has always been a vital part of that col-

lective memory. Bands in Manchester,

says Mondays' agent Brian Turner, are

based on street gangs, on tribalism. Hap-

py Mondays started out as a gang, "a

lot of heads wandering about the same
area," Ryder says. "We were listening to

the same thing—everything local-
smoking dope, and thinking, I4fe could

do that." Tribalism is part of the north-

ern scene and always has been.

Kerr predicts a return to the folk mu-
sic of times past and hopes that British

music Will infuse these difficult times

with some of that same self-expressive

spirit. "Rock is good entertainment, but

it can be so much more," he says.

"Good art talks about the era that it's

made in, and when music has a real so-

cial bent, when it communicates and ed-

ucates, it will relate the dilemmas of

these days."

A lot of British musicians are con-
vinced that the bitter, beleaguered pub-

lic, after a decade of Thatcher, is dying

to delve back into simpler, more tra-

ditional forms. "People are bored with mo-
notonous synthosounds," says Henry
Priestman, keyboard player for The Chris-

tians. "I forecast a big change in the Nine-

ties: less computerized, more band-
oriented music. We need more melody
making. There's nowhere else to go, so

we've got to go back to the original

heart and soul. If. we do that, whole-

worlds will open up'" Not necessarily.

Not if kids with little or no musical train-

ing play with drum machines, twist

some knobs on synthesizers, and imitate

the latest synthosound bands.

TECHNO-WIZARD5

Stephen Morris, New Order: "The
ones who will succeed are the ones
who understand technology. You don't

need to be musical; musicality is actual-

ly a disadvantage."

Martin Rushent's work with the Stran-

gles and Buzzcocks made him one of

punk's premier producers. His most wild-

ly successful collaboration was back in

1982 with Oakey and the Human
League. With the first exclusively syntho-

backed strains of Dare and Oakey's plain-

tive "Don't You Want Me, Baby?" mosl

rock historians agree the age of techno-

pop began, and rock and roll would nev-

er sound the same.
Today Rushent argues that new tech-

nology will provide alternatives for tal-

ented young Brits. "It's always been
true that major technological leaps in

equipment design lead to new kinds of

music," he says. "It opens up tremen-

dous creative potential."

In the Nineties and beyond, as tech-

nology becomes increasingly affordable,

the average working-class bloke will be
able to make a hit record in his garage

—

without a big bankroll. Buy the machine,

plug it in, spin the knobs, see what
comes out, select what feels right.

When the Human League began,
Oakey says, "we didn't know three

chords. We wanted to show that anyone
could make good music." Mondays' Ry-

der says, "The press love us an' that

'cos we're a 'guitar band.' Fuck that,

The only reason we use guitars and bass-

es is that's all we could get ahold of

when we was starting. If we wanted a
drum machine we had to go out and
steal one." New Order's Morris predicts

that from now on, techno whizzes rather

than musical maestros will be the most
successful stars because the best mu-
sic is made by accident: "It's very hard

to throw years ot training out the window
and make an accident happen." The
serendipitous approach, Morris says, is

actually what fans like most about New
Order. "I'm not a musician at all, I'm a

dabbler," he brazenly admits. "We are

trying to imitate what we hear other

bands doing, and through our own incom-

petence it's changed so much, it

comes out sounding like us. Really, our

music's not that deliberate."

Townshend's not convinced. "What
benefits me when I'm confronted with a

computer and a keyboard is that I can
also play the guitar," he says. "I know
how to sing. I know how to open up my
heart. And I've done it enough times to

know when it works and when it doesn't

work." According to Townshend, it all

comes down to the ability to communi-
cate. "After you fiddle with your comput-
er, press the button, and go, you have

to know that you and the listener are read-

ing one another, that you're speaking,

that you're connecting."

One of the most pervasive and,

some would argue, most pernicious tech-

niques currently employed in the proc-

ess of making records is called sam-
pling. In the old days, the rule was if

you weren't in the room you weren't on

the record. Now quite realistically, you

don't even need to be on the planet.

The music of John Lennon, Keith Moon,
and Elvis can be sampled and patched



into new songs. One British music critic

observed wryly that because of sam-
pling the late John Bonham is now on

more records than he ever was with

Led Zeppelin.

Here's how sampling works. If, for in-

stance, a producer or an artist needs a

solid drumbeat to add weight to a track,

instead of hiring a musician to sit in on
the recording session, he extracts a

drum line or sample from, say, an old

Led Zeppelin lune or a guitar lick from

Hendrix, and mixes them in a totally

new song. "MIDI [musical instrument dig-

ital interface], essential to sampling, is a
digital technique by which instruments

speak to one another in their own lan-

guage," says Stuart Stawman, an en-

gineer at London's Wessex Studios who
has worked with artists including the Lon-

don Symphony, Dire Straits, and Tina

Turner. "MIDI reads the output of an in-

strument not as a sound, but as if the in-

strument were operating as a machine,"

Stawman says. For example, if someone
plays a synthesizer, MIDI records the in-

formation, noting time, pitch, and dura-

tion of each note, then sends the data

down the wire to another instrument,

which interprets it and can reproduce

the original sound exactly.

One of the effects of this, Stawman
says, is that "if a single note is played

out of tune or time, it can be accessed

by MIDI, changed, and effectively cor-

rected." While the advantages in terms

of precision, speed, and economy are ob-

vious, Stawman is upset by the negative

effects sampling is having on music
and musicians. "It's like audio rape," he

says. "People are building up huge
sound libraries—just guitar licks, drum
riffs, bird songs, whatever." In fact, mu-
sicians are now being hired not to play-

with a specific band for a specific record

but rather merely to capture sound
bites to be stored for future use. "We
had one of the world's great drummers
in here," Stawman says, declining to

name names. "They didn't want him to

play a number, they weren't interested

in his ability to pound away at those

drums unlike any other human being on

this planet, they just took his sound and

put it in their files."

Robin Campbell from UB40 disagrees

with Stawman. "Sampling enables you to

do things you might not be able to do,

in one tenth of the time," he says. "With

sampling, musicians are able to re-

produce the sounds of African instru-

ments without having to go to, say Afri-

ca, buy the instruments, or learn how to

play them—it's wonderful."

So what happens when a group of

kids, perhaps once a gang roaming the

streets of, say, Manchester, gets it togeth-

er, buys or steals a guitar and drum ma-

chine, and uses sampling to make mu-

sic? Easy—more or less. Find a club io

blast your sounds and a loyal following

to hear what you're singing.

CULTURE CLUB

Through the Sunday night, north Lon-

don drizzle we see a nondescript, un-

marked doorway flanked on either side

by show windows displaying a gaudy ar-

ray of wares: sequined gowns, lace lin-

gerie, high-heeled satin pumps—size

18. It seems only fitting that the entrance

to Snap be bordered by a transvestite

boutique. A rap at the door, speakeasy

style, and a burly bouncer ushers us in,

directing the way downstairs to a room
filled with smoke from hashish-laced cig-

arettes, churning bodies, arid a relent-

lessly funky beat.

The underground club scene is a ma-

jor component of London nightlife. Set

up on a shoestring in basements, ware-

houses, or private flats, some of these

clubs sell liquor without a license and

are poorly ventilated, ignoring fire safety

regulations. Cav, Snap's deejay, says

"Jack Your Body" was never played on

Capital Radio, but it popped up in the

Top 20. "Where did it come from?" Cav
asks. "It started in the clubs. Without

the clubs, the pop charts would have

been barren of a lot of stars. And the

record industry over here knows that."



A lot of the records that make the cir-

cuit of underground clubs are the prod-

ucts of indie (independent) labels,

David Toop, music critic for The Face,

Britain's pop culture organ par excel-

lence, says that the indie scene contin-

ues to wage war on the forces oi cor-

porate rock; "The explosion of indies

has had an enormous effect. Musicians

suddenly realize they can organize them-

selves in ways not possible before.

They've begun to feel they can stand up

to the big companies."

The darlings of the indies are cult

bands, a species peculiar to Great Brit-

ain, whose popularity begins at a grass-

roots level—usually in depressed north-

ern cities—but in several cases has
reached mammoth proportions—U2,

The Cure, The Smiths, to name a few. In

the future, it is from these alternative

bands that many if not most of the new,

fresh, daring directions in British rock

will come. Essential to cult-band dogma
are two elements: first, a fanatically loy-

al following usually based in the group's

home city or region; and second, a con-

scious decision by the band to avoid as

much as possible the big-business mu-
sic scene in London.

Perhaps the quinfessential example of

a band for whom this philosophy has

worked is New Order, a band that has

obstinately insisted on recording on its

own Manchester-based Factory label.

"You want to get your music across to

as many people as possible," says Mor-

ris, "but without resorting to underhand-

ed and devious techniques." That's why
New Order stayed with Factory instead

of chugging off to EMI or CBS when it

had the chance. "You've got to remem-
ber where you come from," Morris says.

And you'd best consider where you're

headed, too.

THE NEW MILLENNIUM

What does this generation of kids

have to look forward to? What will British

music have to offer them? Townshend
maintains that the needs of high-school

and college kids today are very different

from what they were in the Sixties. "You

have to look into what was behind shit

like Woodstock," he says. "People
stood up to their necks in mud saying"—
his voice rises in mock rapture

—

" 'Peace and love, ain't it wonderful?'

But they worshiped groups like The
Who, singing, 'My guitar is my machine

gun—grr-grr-grr.'" Townshend aims the

neck of his air guitar and rattles off a
round. "Very mixed-up stuff." He
shakes his head. "And yet, unbelievably

clear. We were talking about control."

Townshend believes rock musicians

are becoming the great architects of mod-
ern fairy tales, "indoctrinating three-year-

olds on up into things like love, sex,

world hunger, ecology unbelievably se-

rious issues." According to Townshend,

musicians are going to shoulder an

enormous degree of responsibility in

the future that they never dreamed they

would have to take on. In the future.

rock will lead a revolution of intensity.

not ferocity, he says, "Rock and roll

must teach young people how to take

control over their lives, but more impor-

tantly, how to approach the responsibil-

ity that control confers on them."

Most British rockers insist that music

provide a practical means of helping

working-class kids in the UK to tran-

scend the bleak life of poverty and frus-

tration so many of them face. "In the fu-

ture, music must embrace some of the

apocalyptic issues—ecological and mil-

itary—that we're facing," Townshend
says. "At the same time, it must give us

some hope, move us to dance. Rock
can no longer just say, 'Have faith.'

"

The dilemmas of a young Briton con-

fronting a shrinking world, and a world

of shrinking opportunity, are more than

a little ironic. "As communications be-

come more and more advanced, more
and more kids are experiencing incred-

ible loneliness," Kerr says. In the future,

Kerr believes that rock must offer a prac-

tical panacea for this paradox: "Today,

things are more confused, more of a

mess. Rock is such a fantastic channel

for self-expression. We need to explore

more than ever now. I look forward to

the musical visionaries who will combat
these days of isolation."

The battle is at the heart of why kids

band together at football matches or

rock concerts. This battle, in which
hope is pitted against the forces of iso-

lation and disfranchisement, is also why
occasionally one of the lads will hoist

his guitar and try to do something to

fight it. "As long as you have a kid com-
ing along, and he picks up the guitar, if

he can play three chords, he'll feel ele-

vated," Kerr says. "It will lift him out of

his loneliness." DO
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MOUNTAIN
was below us. You never actually see Ken-

tucky and Tennessee from up here, on-

ly their permanent cloud roof. The
clouds are pushed in from the west by

the jet stream, and they pile up like

foam along the west front of Flat Moun-
tain for two thousand miles, from Maine

to Alabama. It's as beautiful from the top

as it is gloomy from the bottom. The
clouds ate the whole city of Lexington,

not to mention Pittsburgh and Hunts-

vide, and a hundred little country towns

that nobody remembers anymore, north

. and south.

I let the kid sleep and popped in Loret-

ta Lynn. For some reason I like girl sing-

ers better up on top.

A few more hours of driving and the

clouds are hidden under the bulk of the

mountain. There's nothing in any direc-

tion but stone and sky, bone-white and

blue-black. The stars look like chips of

ice, too cold to twinkle. It's a hundred be-

low outside and you're at one hundred

twenty-two thousand five hundred. This

is where if you're looking for landlobsters

you start finding them.

The kid woke and sat up, rubbing his

eyes. He didn't say anything for forty

miles and I appreciated that, because

when you're looking at the high top of

Hat Mountain there is truly nothing to say.

It's my favorite part of the route. It gets

flatter and emptier the higher you go. I

always imagine it's like creation must

have looked before they got to the

plants and animals, and how it'll look

when it's all over.

Toward the very middle of the high top

I always play Patsy Cline, and if you don't

know why, don't ask.
' There's no longer a sign of Knoxville.

No longer a sign of Asheville. During the

eight years of the Uplift, the constant high-

frequency vibration from the dome ex-

panding turned the soil to jelly, and
most of it ran into the cracks opening in

the ground or ran off the mountain in

sheets like slow-motion water, taking the

trees and what was left of the towns
with it. All the way in Nashville, you

could hear the mountain groan. The
high top looks scoured, with every once

in a while a long shallow ditch filled with

logs and leftover trash. These ditches are

all that's left of mighty forests and cities,

and it can't help but put your pride into

perspective to look upon them.

The road across the top of Flat Moun-
tain is straight and the slope is gentle,

less than three percent, up for forty

miles, then down for another forty. The

road jogs between old 23 and Interstate

40. This is where Flat Toppers can gear

up and roll out, to gain back the time

they spent sniffing steam at the Blue

Balls. The log ditches are where you
look for landlobsters.

"My dad sold one once," the kid

said. He was looking hard for one, may-

be thinkjng I would stop to kill it. He
didn't know how hard they were to kill.

Your dad must have swapped or

stole it off a Flat Topper, I thought to my-

self, since they never wander down as

far as Hazard, though I didn't say this.

"He got a hundred dollars. Said they

were descended from other planets."

Actually, the truth is better. When the

Appalachians uplifted, it either proved or

disproved evolution, depending on who
you're talking to. One thing it proved was
that it doesn't take millions of years for

a new species to evolve. The first landlob-

sters showed up less than six years af-

ter the Uplift started, though they weren't

nearly as big as the ones today.

"Do you sell them?" the kid asked.

"Used to."

"Wander what they eat," the kid said.

"Wood and glass." At least they say

they eat glass. I've seen them eat logs.

iThe weather

below the western front

is always the

same, and of course there 's

no weather

on top of Flat Mountain;

there's no weather

without an atmosphere.^

They won't eat anything alive, but if they

get hold of a man they'll drag him off un-

til he dies and then gnaw him like a dog
with a bone. It's not often you see one
on the road. The kid was watching the

log ditches off to the side, so he didn't

see it. I was listening to Dolly sing "Blue

Ridge Mountain Boy," a song they don't

play much anymore, and I almost didn't

swerve in time to hit it.

"What was that?" the kid says as I

throw on the brakes. He started zipping

up his oversuitand got two zippers

jammed. It was the first time I'd seen him

get excited, and I had to laugh. He
thought we were having a wreck. I had
my oversuit zipped up and my mask on

—

it protects your face and eardrums—
before he looked in the rearview mirror

and saw what we had hit.

"You don't want to be getting out," I

said. I sprayed my throat with C-Level

and stuffed the can in my pocket.

"Hand me that Boy Scout hatchet from

^underthe seat," I said.

He was watching it in the mirror, gray-

white, the color of gravestones, and at

least thirteen feet across the claws. I

doubted he'd seen one before, alive. Not

many people have. "You going to kill it?"

he asked. "It's still flopping."

Once you crack the shell, they're

dead from decompression, but dying

can take all day. I hadn't gone looking

for it, but since it came to me— I flipped

down my mask and climbed across the

kid, since the airlock is on his side. I

crossed under the truck and approached

it carefully. It was still venting steam out

of the cracks in the shell where my
truck had passed over it. I had missed

all but one claw. There's about sixty

pounds of meat under the back, but

High Top Meat won't buy lob out of the

shell. With the hatchet, jumping in, I cut

off the one big and four smaller claws 1

hadn't marked, tossing them- under the

truck. Since the lobster was dragging it-

self away from me, toward the shoulder,

I turned my back on it After all that ac-

tivity, I needed another shot of C-Level,

which means lifting your mask for a sec-

ond.
I
gathered up the claws and I was

about to strap them onto the spare-tire

rack with a bungee cord when, next

thing I knew, the thing had pulled my leg

out from under me and was dragging me
toward the side of the road. It was the

tire-marked claw. I should have cut it off

and tossed it away. I shouldn't ever

have turned my back on it. It had me by

the boot and was starting that slow side-

ways cut even while it pulled, and I

knew I was in trouble. He still had six

legs, each as big as a fencepost, and
he was taking me home with him.

I reached for but missed the tire

rack. I reached for but missed the hatch-

et. I reached for the big, soft rear trailer

tire, even though there's no place to

grab it—then I saw two shots crack the

lobster's shell. You don't hear shots in a

near vacuum. I
looked back and saw the

kid ducking under the truck from the oth-

er side, shooting. Even with the big

gloves on he hit it twice more, but you

can shoot those things all day long.

They're like snapping turtles. I pointed at

the Boy Scout hatchet, waving my
arms, but the kid was falling. I hadn't

left any breath spray for him. He was
sealed in his suit and turning blue. But

just as he fell he pushed the hatchet

close enough for me to reach it.

Thank God for the Boy Scouts. I

chopped my foot free and, wearing the

claw like a clamp on my leg, dragged

the kid under the truck, up the ladder,

and into the cab. Even inside in the air,

he could barely breathe. The fall had

knocked his mask loose, and his

tongue and throat had swelled up from

decompression. Luckily, they make a

spray for that, too, and I had some in my
first aid kit under the seat. I've had it

used on me and it's bad. It puckers you

up like eating a green persimmon but it

works. It's called GAZP. I pried the claw

off my boot and stuck it up under the

seat When I was sure the kid was breath-
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ing, I went back out and got the nine mil-

limeter where he had dropped it. The lob-

ster was gone and the claws I had cut

off were gone, too, so the whole thing

was a waste. I wasn't surprised. They say

he eats them.

"Well, kid,"
I
said when we were in

gear again, "you saved did CD's butt

back there."

"Vferen't nothing. You get the claws?"

"Just the one he had me with. It's un-

der the seat. That's that smell." Land-

lobsters smell like piss on coals until

they're decompressed, and then it's

gone. The claw wasn't worth anything be-

cause it was tire marked, but I didnt men-
tion that.

All that talking wore me out, and the

kid, too, I guess, I
looked over and saw

he was asleep. I was in high third. On
either side of the highway, nothing but

miles and miles of stone. It's amazing to

me that so many people could live for

so long in those little mountains and
leave so little sign. Twenty miles farther

and the road got steeper, going down.
I had to gear down to low fifth, I popped
in Hank senior,.and the kid whimpered
a little from a dream, At that minute I

might have been driving past his great-

granddaddy's grave. I could tell from the

way he talked it was up here some-
where—somewhere between eastern Ken-

tucky and western North Carolina, north-

ern Virginia, and eastern Alabama. Some-
where in those endless wrinkled little

hills that got unwrinkled and raised up
and rolled their children out into the

world, rubbing their eyes and wondering

when they get to go home.

Maybe someday, who knows. 1 read

in Popular Science that Flat Mountain is

sinking again, at about a foot and a half

a year. At that rate it'll only be one hun-

dred thousand years.

From the edge of the western slope

you see a snow-white roof of clouds, but

from the eastern slope you see what
looks like the edge of a giant blue-

green ball. You first see it just as the

switchbacks start, at about ninety thou-

sand, when there is just enough air to

leave a little vapor trail back over the

road. Far ahead the sky is not black any-

more but dark blue. Then you see it's re-

ally the sea. And not just a few miles of

it; You are looking halfway to Bermuda
from eighteen miles high. From here you
can see that the water and the air are

two versions of the same stuff.

The roads down the eastern slope are

better, probably because the highways

were newer, mostly four lanes. The switch-

backs are long—forty, fifty miles a
swoop. Morgantown, Hendersonville, Bat

Cave, just names given to turns anymore,

since the towns are long since gone. At

Bat Cave (no bats, no cave) the kid

woke up, and this time he didn't try not

to look impressed. Ws were far enough
east and far enough down Flat Mountain

to see the Atlantic Coast all the way
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To prevent crime
in Tucson,

police use sensitive,

highly sophisticated

surveillance equipment:

Tim, Rose, Gert,

Anthony, Yvonne,

and Ramon.

Citizen participation is

critical to police effective-

ness. Do you care about
your neighborhood enough
to help protect it?

The Case ofthe Tucson
Tip-off.

In a particular neighbor-
hood in Tucson, Arizona,
folks were having a real

problem with burglaries
and break-ins.

Theystartedtalking to each
other aboutwhat they could
do.Theygotfedup.About400
people went to the police for

advice. They learned about
surveillance. They got to
know their beat officers. Ci-

tizens andpolicebecamepart-
ners in crime prevention.

Injust three weeks, 17
arrests were made andbur-
glaries went down 30%.
And Tucson is only one case
where people successfully

worked to beat crime. To
find out more, write: The
McGruff Files, 1 Preven-
tion Way, Washington,
D.C. 20539-0001.
Youcanmake a difference.
You can help...

from MorehGad City to Savannah. Tine Car-

olina Desert is the color of October
woods; red, orange, yellow, and brown.

It'safasttrip down, with nocogway need-

ed. Here on the eastern slope, the yo-

yos are muscle trucks, and the robot

train roundabout is set in a cold, dry.

cloudless perch called Shelby, which

looks down fifty miles onto Charlotte.

There's a good diner there but I just

rolled on past and hit the hard switch-

backs below twenty-one thousand five

hundred with my K-J barking like a hun-

dred-dollar hound.
For a "sun capital" it gets dark early

in Charlotte, but it felt good to be down
in the air. I unsealed the locks and let

the dry night wind run through the cab.

There used to be magnolia trees in Char-

lotte but that was before the Uplift. Now
they were just street names, like the

towns on Flat Mountain. We found Mag-
nolia on my map, but first

I
took the kid

and bought him supper.

The reason I bought his supper was
I kept remembering the Mexican who
bought my meals all the way across Mis-

souri and Oklahoma when I was just a

kid. He said he used to hitch, and he

even tried to give me a five when he

dropped me off, but I shook my head

and wouldn't take it. The thing is, when
he looked under his car seat later on, his

pearl-handled revolver was gone. I sold

it in Fort Worth for twenty dollars. 1 have

always felt ashamed of that ever since.

The kid had two black eyes from the

decompression, but his throat was bet-

ter, good enough for him to eat. He
didn't complain when I paid for his sup-

per. Then I stopped at High Top Meat.

I told the kid to wait in the truck. The
night broker shook his head when I un-

wrapped the claw and he saw the tire

marks, "Too bad, CD," he said. "I can't

buy road kill unless it don't look like

road kill."

"How about for dog food?" I said, and

he gave me a five.

The kid looked nervous and asked
how I'd done, and I lied. "Good," I said.

I gave him a twenty and told him it was
half the money. He folded it and put it in

his watch pocket with the ten.

Magnolia was one of those dirt

streets with no sidewalks and little mod-
ular houses, all alike. Any one of them

could have been his grandma's house,

or any one not. "Don't turn in, I'll get out

here," he said at the end of the street,

gathering up his stuff in a hurry.

"Vaya con dios," I
said.

"What's that mean?"

"Means good luck finding your pa." I

never did find mine.

I slept eleven hours while my -:q was
serviced and oaded. I was halfway up
Flat Mountain the next day before it oc-

curred to me to look in the glove com-
partment for my nine millimeter. Of

course it was gone. I popped in Crystal

Gayle and had to laugh. DO
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reading. The Grand Hotel became in-

creasingly difficult to justify, although tor

a long time, that fragmentation was sim-

ply denied. Everything seen as mass cul-

ture was lumped together as inauthen-

tic, mass-produced, a class of texts to

be avoided. There was a "Just say no"

approach to mass culture. The world

was conceived in binary terms—the

authentic and the inauthenlic—genuine

products of the folk versus mass-pro-

duced imitations.

The presupposition of most theory

used to be that mass culture is nothing

but a sea of cultural dupes who sit

there accepting anything that comes in-

to their heads. Programmed into the

worst kind of passivity, they're incapa-

ble of producing any kind of music, lit-

erature, or artistic expression of any va-

lidity. But our standards for what goes

Into and what is kept out of the discus-

sion have changed.
Omni: Hasn't pluralism, the availability

of various folk cultures from all over,

helped shatter the distinction between
high and low art?

Collins: All too often people think of plu-

ralism as a kind of laissez-faire smor-

gasbord: It's all just out there and we're

free to choose anything we want. It's not

quite like that. Nor is it a matter of "It

used to be"—having folk cultures that

were authentic, organic, and of the peo-

ple—and now we have mass-produced
folk cultures that circulate endlessly

around us, and these no longer have

any authenticity or connection with the

people who produced them.

Take the rap music phenomenon. On
the one hand, it's an example of the use

of technology: There's sampling [digi-

tal recording of notes or sounds from a
variety of sources that are then reproc-

essed by computer into different sonic

patterns], for instance. Or turntables as

percussive instruments. Rap is pretty far

away from authentic black music pro-

duced in the Mississippi Delta on wash-

boards and acoustic guitars! But still,

maybe rap musicians are appropriating

antecedent forms of black music and

putting them together in new juxtapo-

sitions. We're dealing with a media-
sophisticated, technologically sophisti-

cated rnicroculture—people that pro-

duce rap music and audiences that ap-

preciate that music. It's neither folk mu-
sic nor mass culture.

Omni: Is Nixon a postmodernist, having

gone on Laugh-In and said, "Sock it to

me" when he was campaigning, or at

the height of the antiwar movement mak-

ing the peace sign as l^for victory?

Collins: Nixon's ability to stand for so

many things simultaneously and to self-

consciously use signs to appeal to differ-

ent audiences and cloak one ideology

with another certainly makes him very

postmodernist.

Omni: What exactly does a postmod-

ernist hero do?
Collins: Not only can he or she strad-

dle different notions of heroism at the

same time but also manipulate them.

That's the source of the hero's power,

and obviously it can be pernicious.

Now, the very idea of self, let alone her-

oism, is a matter of negotiating differ-

ent roles, images of what we're sup-

posed to be. It comes close to the idea

of the performing self. If we think of per-

sonal heroism in terms of performance

—

as moves in a game made by someone
very savvy to and sophisticated about

the garner—we can't restrict that notion

only to the hero. We're all trying to ne-

gotiate different roles, identities, and
learning to read signs. The hero is just

better at it than most of us.

You can see this redefinition of her-

oism in something like [Tim] Burton's

film Batman, there the struggle be-

tween Batman and the Joker is being

waged in large part through the media.

They both realize that heroism is a mat-

ter of images, not transcendental es-

sences. Their adventures become a se-

^GVDiAN' psychology- A success case



ries of staged media events, and each

character self-consciously plays with his

own image as a culture of appropriat-

ed stereotypes. My favorite moment is

when the Joker says, "What kind of a

world is it where a guy in a bat suit can

steal my press!"

Omni: How would Salman Rushdie fit in-

to the idea of the hero?

Collins: Maybe the public figure that is

Rushdie is someone who refused to be

a player of many parts? Or perhaps the

book The Satanic Verses was a semiot-

ic mistake: He'd misread the commu-
nity that is contemporary Islam. Or his

was a calculated gesture to shake up

the world of Islam from without, while

still being within, and the ensuing

threat of assassination itself becomes
a symbolic gesture.

Compare Rushdie's gesture to, say,

Cindy Sherman's play with different iden-

tities in her photography. By proliferat-

ing and multiplying stereotypes, she

doesn't create a transcendent "This is

the real woman behind it all." Rather,

her work leads to the recognition that

we are always in a game of represen-

tational strategies. A male audience

may see these signs as just signs and
not categories or innate characteristics

that say, "Oh, that woman, because she

wears X and Y, is necessarily a slut."

Omni: Has the avant-garde truly be-

come extinct?

Collins: The sad plight of the avant-

garde is its own institutionalization: "The

Shock of the New, Inc." The avant-

garde may have been able to shock the

bourgeoisie at one time; then it was pur-

chased by the bourgeoisie.

In Alan Rudolph's film The Moderns,

the artist is watching his dealer try to

sell a painting to this nouveau riche busi-

nessman. The dealer says, "This is the

shock of the new; it's the hottest thing

in Paris." A lot of basic aesthetic ideol-

ogies that we associate with modern-

ism did sync up nicely with the con-

cerns of the art market. In a short time

the avant-garde went from being this

great oppositional, outsider force to be-

ing thoroughly institutionalized within

the confines of the museum and the larg-

er structure that is museum art—the net-

work of art magazines, criticism, pa-

trons, buyers, and everything that sta-

bilizes the value of certain artworks and

makes them commodities.

Omni: You see that in college-radio-

type rock music: The outsider hero

reaches a certain level of acceptance
and becomes the enemy, and so a new
impoverished guitar hero has to emerge
to overthrow him.

Collins: All cultural stereotypes die

hard. There's no greater one than the

marginal artist, who, ceasing to be mar-

ginal, can no longer make a valid artis-

,
tic statement. That's happened to a num-

'

ber of figures. REM is a good example.

Once they played on MTV, there was a
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sense of "Well, there they go. One can

no longer like REM anymore." The
sense of us versus them was manipu-

lated shamelessly by an art market, a

recording industry, whichever institution

you want to point to. And we ended up
with a bizarre, leftish myth of progress,

where if something's radically new, it's

got to be better.

There's the recognition that for

postmodernists everywhere, you have

to put quotation marks around concepts

like art, authenticity, or audience. Take

Robert Longo. Can one say that at

point A, he was an oppositional artist

because he was outside the main-

stream avant-garde studios in New
York City? And then he became accept-

ed into that world, at which point he

lost his oppositional edge? But then,

when his sixty-second videos played on

MTV, we knew for sure there's no pos-

sibility of any oppositional voice left? To

me that's ludicrous. It's suggesting

iWhat we consider

to be our culture depends on

our frameworks. When
Bruce Springsteen says, "My

- culture, " and when
Jimmy Swaggart says, "My

culture," they aren't

referring to the same culture.^

that the mode of circulation—where
something plays—determines whether

that thing is artistically valid. It's like say-

ing if a blues song is played on a gui-

tar it's authentic, but it's not if it's

played on a ghetto blaster.

Omni: Aren't many artists attempting to

be both inside and outside? Take

Mark Bidlo doing "his own" Picasso
show. He's commenting on the incred-

ible price of these Picassos and on the

idea of originality. But his works sell for

not-insubstanti.al amounts of money.
Suddenly it is okay to bring in com-
mercial art, billboards, et cetera as in-

fluences but in a strictly regulated fine-

art context. Isn't that replacing the he-

roic guerrilla opposition with a kind of

coded passive resistance?

Collins: I don't know if it's passive re-

sistance or if the very distinctions be-

tween inside and outside are no long-

er tenable. For me, the most interest-

ing appropriationist photography is one
that challenges the notion of originality

and, in so doing, changes the original.

When Barbara Kruger "hijacks" a pho-

tograph from advertising or something,

she didn't create that image. Nonethe-

less, her works are making critical state-

ments about gender difference, the art

world, media culture, that are every bit

as destabilizing, shocking, upsetting as

the highest of the high avant-garde may
have been thirty years ago. But she's

trying to get rid of the- baggage of

those fetishized terms like originality,

authenticity. While she's hijacking

those images, she's giving them differ-

ent meanings than they had initially and
encouraging audiences to view all

such signs from a critical perspective.

Omni: And she's unashamedly pursu-

ing a large audience as well.

Collins: Exactly. And that has every-

thing to do with what political art is sup-

posed to do in the first place.

Omni: Are museums obsolete?

Collins: No, but our understanding of

what a museum should do is being re-

defined, and some functions are obso-

lete. The more interesting question

might be: Where else might we find the

possibility of looking at the history of rep-

resentation? There are real sites

—

such as Eco's novel The Name of the

Rose, or Jay Cantor's Krazy Kat, or [Rid-

ley] Scott's film Blade Runner—where
you see the intersections of different dis-

courses in an eclectic mixture. Then
there are those that present a kind of

movie set, where you can go back and

wallow nostalgically in the glory of a giv-

en time period. This is not a museum.
I'm thinking specifically of Ralph Lau-

ren's interior collections, the splashy

spreads that you see in The New York

Tlmes's Sunday magazine. Lauren will

invite you to pretend you're an English

gentleman and he'll dress you for it, pro-

vide all the accoutrements as well as

the setting. That kind of history is en-

tirely bogus. You convert your life into

a museum, but it's the worst sort of

false history.

On the other hand, there's the new
country music: k. d. lang, Lyle Lovett,

Nanci Griffith, and company. Through
the invocation of what they see to be
their antecedents in country-and-west-

ern music, going back to the pre-Nash-

ville period, they reconstruct a tradition.

We need to become more sensitive to

that: How do we organize "the already

said" in ways that are neither cannibal-

ism nor revivalism? How do we define

nostalgia? If it's simply a matter of re-

cycling, yes, nostalgia is detestable. But

if it involves another component having

to do with cultural memory, it can't be

so easily dismissed.

Omni: Is the current fascination with big

transcendental systems, the whole New
Age-y thing, a folk culture or more a
type of mass culture?

Collins: Once you begin to factor in the

question of folk or mass culture, you get

into issues like, what is the source for

this or where do these dreams come
from, and are they valid or invalid? But



personally, I'm skeptical of any program
founded on transcendent principles

that we're supposed to automatically

see the wisdom of and make a leap of

faith—whether it's to a modernist art po-
sition or a theological one. Whether the

leap of faith is restricted to an individu-

al artist or to an artist who has a vision

of an entire future society, there's still

the sense of "Trust me: I have the vi-

sion. If you'll listen to me you'll also
have the vision." That kind of envision-

ing for others, for the poor cultural

dupes, is what a lot of postmodern the-

orists are contesting.

Omni: Rastafarianism is a transcenden-

tal system, but it's incredibly eclectic,

taking from Chris-

tianity, Judaism,
and Gnosticism,
Marcus Garvey,
and Masonic sym-
bolism, and fus-

ing them into a
way of explaining

things.

Collins: Postmod-
ernist cultures are

not characterized

only by multination-

alism, but increas-

ingly by regional-

ism. It isn't simply

a matter of going

back to some
roots but rather of

making sense of

the roots through

radically eclectic

combinations in

the present. Ras-

tafarianism repre-

sents a mixture of

different elements
that becomes a se-

- ries of layers rec-

ognizing that cul-

tural memory it-

self is eclectic.

Rap, new country

music, or whatev-

er are working to-

ward a locally sat-

isfying, cohesive
way of organizing the world. It's not in

the hands of the critical philosophers

but of individuals who actually inhabit,

and are trying to make sense of, these
microcultures for themselves.

Yet you need not characterize mufti-

nationalism solely in negative terms.

Yes, there is the IBM-ification of the
world. But what about the multination-

alist gestures of, say, Laurie Anderson,
who uses elements of different nation-

al traditions? It's all-pervasive in con-

temporary music. Rock music itself in

its thirty-year history is a very eclectic

mixture. We have to talk about both the

microcultural and the multinational in

ways we never discussed before.

Omni: Ultimately, the new world is_

about organizing new units out of af-

finities, not regional places.

Collins: Just what constitutes a micro-

or subculture may be geographic, but

then again it may not. It doesn't neces-
sarily mean square dances in the town
commons. There is the identification

with like-minded individuals with whom
one forms alliances, not because they

live across 'the street or in the same
state. Mass media have allowed for ad
hoc communities only tangentially

based on geographic relationships,

"Taste" communities are forming—like

the community that listens to [Talking

Heads'] David Byrne's records with

Brazilian musicians.

Omni: Fashion may be one of the
main vehicles for this kind of transbor-

der identification. It's probably the
most obvious instrument organizing
these subcultures: punk, beatnik, the Af-

rican sensibility of black culture. But
there's another fascinating aspect to it.

There was a big fashion in Louis Vuit-

ton and Gucci that was in an ironic way
transformed by the Dapper Dan thing.

People took fake Louis Vuitton or Guc-
ci material and made jackets and oth-

er items out of it. So Eric B. and Rakim
have these jackets with big Guccis on
the back. It's real double or triple cod-
ing—that is, building layers upon lay-

ers of associations and meanings.
Collins: Absolutely. And it's also pop-

ular appropriationism, where you appro-
priate the sign [the word, the image, the

notes, et cetera] and, by changing its

context, change its meaning. Gucci
then signifies something completely dif-

ferent than it did before. That's the "hi-

jacking" of signs we associate with the

surrealists. But what happens when
that hijacking is routinely done by peo-
ple who never went to art school, col-

lege, or had any exposure to art theory

or anything? Postmodernism means reex-

amining all the signs concerning cultur-

al authority and what individuals are ca-

pable of doing as they try to make
sense of their cultures.

In popular cultures signs aren't an-

chored the way
they are in muse-
ums. They have
fewer fixed values

and can be hi-

jacked. Or if they

do have fixed val-

ues, they can be
easily parodied.

In the past, we'd
see critical aware-

ness as some-
thing restricted to

the philosopher,

which came from

study, from long

exposure to histo-

ry. Pop culture

has a compara-
ble sophistication.

We have musi-
cians, film and vid-

eo makers who,
while they may
not have been to

conservatories or

art school, do
have a sensitivity

to the history of

popular music,

film, and video.

They can manipu-
late those signs

and stand outside

them in ways we
may have previ-

ously thought on-

ly a university-trained critic or art-school-

trained surrealist was capable of doing.

Omni: Cops is a TV docudrama that

shows people being arrested. These pro-

grams about people still alive, or rep-

resentations of recent history, seem
like an incredible blurring between fic-

tion and history.

Collins: Can we ever have access to

history except through representation?

What images of the past can we rely

on? If you read texts about the nine-

teenth century that are out of the main-

stream, you're inventing a new nine-

teenth century. Sure, certain things hap-
pened: the War of 1812, the Civil War.

But how the Civil War story has been
told, how it was fictionalized, has



changed a great deal over the last hun-

dred years. The movie Glory is a good
example of that. It's a Civil War story

that didn't exist before, except for a few
determined historians who were inter-

ested in the role of black Americans.

Does that mean that before, the story

wasn't a part of history, and now that

it's been "invented," it is? At this point

the relationship between recovery and
invention, or construction, becomes
more complicated. The French critic

Jean-Louis Baudrillard is fond of say-

ing that TV and all American popular cul-

ture are a "simulated hyperreal." But

Baudrillard never really makes clear

where representation stops and sim-

ulation begins.

Omni: A lot of art students and young
artists are very anticommerce, even
though they're budding consumers who
wear the latest Comme des Garcons

shirts. Will postmodernism lower the bar-

ricades between art and commerce?
Collins; It will lower the barricades or

reconceptualize the differences be-

tween them, if only because it has de-

stigmatized mass production. Still, one
could argue that as soon as the mar-

ketplace and art get too close togeth-

er, you're going to have a kind of con-

tamination. Some have said the first

waves of postmodern artists were op-

positional, and more recent artists

have become fascinated by popular cul-

ture. Maybe we can set up a continu-

um. If Barbara Kruge/'s work is critical

of mass culture, then Cindy Sherman's
work may be more ambivalent. Sher-

man's work both keeps a distance and
takes pleasure in the stereotypes. The
ambivalence manages to maintain the

gap between popular culture and criti-

cal art. In more recent- works, such as
Frank Majore's photographs or Anne
Rice's vampire cycle, we tind less am-
bivalence. We see a more determined
effort to discover the sources of fasci-

nation that popular culture inspires.

Omni: Kruger and also Jenny Holzer

have used the tools of advertising to

bridge the gap.

Collins: Jenny Holzer's use of sign-

boards poses the question: Once you

use technology that's tainted by mass
communication, does that mean any
message produced on signboards
loses its political power? Well, unless

those messages do end up on sign-

boards, unless they can be read as eas-

ily as advertisements, they won't have
any political power. If artistic purity as

something transcendent is your priori-

ty, then definitely, the closer commerce
gets to art, the worse art is going to be.

If, on the other hand, political efficacy

has to begin with signs that can reach

broad audiences in arenas where they

can be mass-produced, the relationship

with commerce can be made into the

most powerful strategy.

If we resist fascination with mass cul-

ture, what are we resisting? What are

we afraid to learn? One of the first pop
artists, Roy Lichtenstein, appropriated

comic book images. The big debate
was, Did he really transform the origi-

nal? Lichtenstein said then that his art

was still transformative, that he was bor-

rowing graphic principles—in the

same way he might borrow from surre-

alist or Dadaist painting. The appropri-

ationist photographers of the Eighties

upped the ante. They weren't just ap-
propriating graphic principles. They
were appropriating the content as
well, stripping it and playing with it.

They weren't just looking' at mass cul-

ture as a set of artistic techniques, but

they've taken up those techniques and
used them against the very stereotypes

that had been created by those signs.

In the Nineties, we're not so obsessed
with keeping a distance between
mass culture and "real art." We're far

more interested in exploring this fasci-

nation. The majority of us dupes who
were supposedly chained to the wall

aren't nearly as chained as we were.

We're able to make basic discrimina-

tions about what we find satisfying and
not satisfying. DO
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varied for different groups of subjects:

the lisling price. Both amateurs and pro-

fessionals were anchored by the listing

price. Brokers named a price $15,000

higher for a house listed at $149,900 in-

stead of $119,900.

Psychologists don't yet thoroughly un-

derstand anchoring, and the guess-and-

adjust explanation now has rivals.

Northcraft thinks that seeing an an-
choring number sets a person on an un-

witting course to justify that number.
"Once you get that anchor implanted in

your mind," he says, "one of its effects

is to influence your perception of the oth-

er information you collect."

Kahneman has another explanation.

When solving a problem, he says, we
sometimes work on several different so-

lutions in parallel, all below the level of

consciousness. Usually, these multiple an-

swers are combined in some sort of

weighted average as the final response.

Most of the time this strategy works
well, but sometimes the strategy is led

astray when irrelevant or "corttarnlnating
1

information gets introduced. Also, peo-

ple often perform more computations
than are really required and then have a

hard time suppressing them.

"Once you have activated a
thought," Kahneman continues, "it's dif-~

ficult to put it down." In the case of an-

choring, the contaminating number is sim-

ply averaged in with the other sources
of information in a sort of compromise.

In other situations, the conflicting infor-

mation can be suppressed but usually

at the cost of slowing down the mental

computation. (The classic example of

this kind of interference occurs if you
see the word green written in red ink

and try to report only the ink color.)

The two possible results of contami-

nation—compromise and conflict

—

seem to be fundamental facets of cog-
nition, according to Kahneman. "There

is a much broader package of which an-

choring is a relatively small but easily

studied phenomenon," he says. "Every-

day life includes difficulty separating lit-

eral from metaphorical thinking, emo-
tions from straight cognition. What's in-

teresting about anchoring is the multiple

computations and the difficulty people

have in controlling their thoughts."

In case this seems like academic the-

orizing, think about it when you're tempt-

ed to buy a CD player "marked down"
from $300. Despite knowing better, you
probably do not sense that the ma-
chine's value has been skewed upward.

Watch the next federal budget brawl as

the President proposes figures and Con-
gress adjusts them. Or pay attention to

your next salary negotiation when you
start discussing a figure named by your

prospective employer. DO
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however, is invisible—people just like

you crouched before their sets in mil-

lions of American living rooms.

So let's play Wheel of Fortune. It's

prime lime and Pai Sajak ambles onto

the studio set. The console in your lap

offers you opfions as if you were on the

show: Spin, buy vowels, or pick letters.

When you think you've got the answer,

type in the remaining letters, then hit the

score key, which signals IN's central

computer via the modem that you've fin-

ished the game. To send your answer,

plug your phone into the control unit. II

takes about five seconds for IN to reg-

ister your response. IN will be able to

score 6 million participants a minute. Af-

ter the central computer tallies the

scores, yours will be sent back as an

FM signal and will appear on your

screen. Beware: Once the question is

answered correclly on television, a lock-

out signal is sent via the FM subcarri-

er, preventing the unit from accepting

any more answers.

IN's playing terminals are currently un-

dergoing shakedown trials in the Sac-

ramento market, and if all goes well,

they'll be available nationwide in 1991.

You will subscribe for, say, $15 a

month and receive a certain number of

tokens for prize playing, which are au-

tomatically deducted when you log on.

IN's major competitor is Interactive

Systems, Inc., which has designed a dif-

ferent process called VEIL {Video En-

coded Invisible Light). VEIL allows pro-

ducers and broadcasters to encode a

signal on live, real-time shows or on

taped broadcasts such as Wheel of For-

tune. Television receivers are then able

to relay the encoded message to any
number of satellites. Because the sig-

nal is encoded on the televised pro-

gram, VEIL needs no wires, cables, con-

nectors, or modifications to existing

television sets.

To activate VEIL you need an inter-

active electronic unit (cost: $50) that

reads the encoded message from the

TV, allowing you, sitting on the couch,

to participate in game shows. (Si's in-

teractive unit utilizes a simple wall

plug adapter, connects to the television

or VCR using the video out jack, and

contains both RAM and ROM. A tele-

phone modem is used to send informa-

tion from the viewer to the computer cen-

ter. The terminal also comes with a

small, built-in printer because ISI

hopes that viewers may someday be
able to request coupons, purchase prod-

ucts directly from commercials, even par-

ticipate in national polls.

For the 1988 Christmas season ISI of-

fered through- -Mattel a game that al-

lowed people to play along with Wheel

of Fortune. This first inieractive game
show costs about $50. The syndicated
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show is encoded with VEIL signals

that interact with the computer chip in-

side the Mattel game console. Players

at home'get the same puzzle on their

consoles as the studio contestants.

Although Mattel's Wheel of Fortune

was only one-way—your sole reward

was the private satisfaction of winning—
ISI became convinced that people

were ready and willing to play along..

Says Craig Kelley, the company's direc-

tor of marketing, "There seems to be a

pent-up desire out there to become
more actively involved in some types of

programs, and game shows are some
of the easiest to do, .because whether

people admit it or not, they play along

at home already. They're trying to

guess the word and imagine that

Ihey've got the prize. The thing that

will drive interactive game shows more
than anything else is the possibility for

the viewer to actually win things while

sitting at home."

There are plenty of problems to solve

in awarding prizes to home viewers,

such as how to divide the moneys. But

the interactivity entrepreneurs are al-

ready licking their chops. Why? The ad-

vertising potential. Says IN's president

David Lockton, "We'll be able to say to

our interactive viewers, 'Three of you

have just won five million dollars each.

Name the characters in the upcoming
commercials and the money's yours.'"

You bet viewers will watch commercials

and watch them seriously. Could there

be anything more pleasing to an adver-

tiser than an instant database of

consumer wants?
Lockton also predicts that interactiv-

ity could create a pool of ultraqualified

competitors by screening a nation of po-

tential contestants, who would be cho-

sen "through a true democracy," says

Lockton. "They'll be in their living

rooms one day and on the show the

next." Eventually, Lockton says, inter-

active technology will force TV produc-

ers to return to real-time, live game
shows. People on the show and in

their living rooms will literally be in the

contest simultaneously for millions of

dollars of prizes.

Millions of players! Millions of dollars!

The whole community of man wired in-

to a giant Family Feud play-off. Game
shows could become a kind of plan-

etwide lotto, a means of redistributing

global wealth. Poorer countries could em-

bark on East German Olympic team-

style crash programs lo prepare nation-

al heroes to play Classic Concentration.

"Game shows will continue forever be-

cause you can fit anything you want in-

to a game show," says James, the orig-

inal network host. "You can have mu-
sic if it's a musical show, or sports or

entertaining tricks. A game show has el-

ements of any show in the world. It's got

drama, it's got pathos, it's got comedy.

It's got everything." DQ
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problem in a kind of mythic way," says

Tyde Richards, information systems ar-

chitect at the USC Center for Scholarly

Technology.

While Kremer designed- a simulation

program in Basic that spat out columns

of numbers in response to number-
based questions. Richards sought out pro-

grammers, graphic artists, and profes-

sors of language—anyone who had a re-

lated skill. Richards's team then began
building a "shell" that translated this un-

readable output into pictures and words

using HyperCard, a sophisticated Macin-

tosh database program.

Richards's team developed a com-
puterized map of the island and bar

graphs that would represent rice yields.

Then Kremer came by and criticized

their work. Finally, alter six weeks of work-

ing nighis and weekends, they had it: a
picture-guided program into which you

could feed information and get back bar

graphs showing rice yields at any given

point in the river basin.

Program in hand, Macintosh in carry-

ing case, Lansing and Kremer flew to Ba-

li in the spring of 1988. They demonstrat-

ed the simulations to villagers and farm-

ers, letting the people handle the com-
puter mouse to run the program. The

graphics were so clear that people who
had never seen a Macintosh before

could use one after a half hour.

When Lansing and Kremer showed
The Goddess and The Computer to the

high priest Jero Gde and the experts of

the Indonesian government, its graphics

accomplished their purpose: Rather

than seeing mysterious rows of numbers,

they saw landforms they recognized and

bar graphs they could easily understand.

As a result, a door opened between
worlds. Government hydrologists

learned that rice paddies were not mere-

ly farmlands but self-sustaining ecosys-

tems. "The computer proved to the bu-

reaucrats thai. Ihcro was an existing, com-
plex system of water management,"
says Lansing.

Impressed by the simulations, the gov-

ernment abandoned its three-times-a-

year planting schedule in favor of [he tra-

ditional biannual seeding. For the first

time, it saw value in the teachings of

Jero Gde and began consulting him.

Lansing and Kremer are now broad-

ening their model for use in a variety of

agricultural situations. A Harvard col-

league has taken it to India to examine
traditional agriculture there. They have ap-

plied for National Science Foundation

grants to equip. Bali's hydrology office

with computers permanently so that it

may better predict the effects of its farm-

ing decisions. They also hope to give a

Macintosh to Jero Gde, who found the

computer an excellent way to enhance
Dewi Danu's decisions. DO
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By Scot Morris

Last October and Novem-
ber we wrote about a

young magician's method
for opening locked night-

deposit bags used by

banks and other securiiy-

minded institutions. Mi-

chael Weber envisioned a
remarkably simple principle

when he was only four-

teen—the idea thai a flexi-

ble zipper, and the fabric to

which it is attached, could

be stretched out between

the movable slide of the

zipper and the permanently

affixed lock. The result: a

gaping hole, flared out on

either side of the lock.

We persuaded Weber to

reveal his method in Omni
as a way of alerting banks
and other high-security in-

stitutions to a potentially se-

rious problem. The Internal

Revenue Service started

changing its transmittal

bags as a direct result of

learning about Weber's se-

cret. But other institutions

didn't even know there was
a problem.

In October we printed

schematic drawings of the

lock on a bank bag but

didn't identify its make. Ar-

nold Rifkin, president of A.

Rifkin Company (the fore-

most manufacturer of secu-

rity bags), in Wilkes-Barre,

Pennsylvania, identified the

bag in the picture as one of

his own, the Rifkin Safety

Sac with Arcolock-7.

Rifkin couldn't believe it.

He wrote to the publisher

and the president of Omni,

attacking me as an "irre-

sponsible" journalist. In his

letter, he said my claims

were simply not true: "The

Rifkin Safety Sac with

Arcolock-7 . . . cannot be
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compromised in the way
you described without

signs of tampering being

evident!"

I should note here that

while preparing the original

article I
informed represen-

tatives of the Rifkin Com-
pany about the upcoming
story and asked for com-
ment; they had none. A
company representative in

the Los Angeles area,

where Weber lives, was in-

vited to witness Weber
opening a Rifkin bag but

declined. No one believed

it could be done.

THE MOMENT OF TRUTH

Responding to Rifkin's

threat of a lawsuit if we
didn't retract our state-

ments, we scheduled a vid-

eotaping of Weber's per-

formance at a law office in

downtown Los Angeles.

Weber was given a new
Rifkin Safety Sac—one that

was sealed as it was
shipped from the company.

The bag was locked, and
Weber began his trick.

Within ten seconds the

zipper's teeth could be
seen flaring out from the

sides of the lock. In four

minutes the bag had a -.

wide opening, though the

lock was still closed tight.

The lawyers confirmed

that no sign of tampering

could be detected. I wrote

to Rifkin saying that I would
not retract my article be-

cause what I wrote was
true: Weber can break into

Rifkin bags, and. now oth-

ers can, too.

Rifkirj, however, stood

very firm. He held that "the

'trick' you described could

not be accompiished on

our Safety Sac with Arco-

lock without obvious signs

of tampering."

Even so, Rifkin added
that his company, in fact,

did not plan to file any

lawsuit.

In preparing this month's

update, I again telephoned

Rifkin to give him one last

chance to respond. He still

maintained that the feat

"can't be done" and ex-

pressed no interest in

seeing Weber open one of

his bags firsthand.

Other security-minded
companies welcomed the

opportunity to benefit from

Michael Weber's knowl-

edge. The Strayer Coin

Bag Company of New
Brighton, Pennsylvania, for

one, wrote in for full details

of Weber's technique.

Some companies, we
should note, have changed
their security bags either

before our article appeared
or shortly after and now
cannot be opened by
Weber's technique.

TRY THIS TRICK

Another of the most cre-

ative magicians we have

ever met is Stewart James
of Courtright, Ontario. Jo1

gestja Ltd: of Toronto has

recently published Stewart

James in Print: The First

Fifty Years. A collection of

original tricks that James
had written about between
1926 and 1976, Stewart

James in Print is nearly

1,000 pages long and is

one of the largest magic
books ever published.

I was surprised to see
that the first trick in the

book, James's first item in

print from a magician's jour-

nal, Linking Ring (Septem-

ber 1926), was a stunt I

had never seen before.

First, cut a length of

string about three feet long.

Then tie a set of keys to

one end and tie the other

end to an empty paper

matehbook.

Hold a pencil in one
hand and drape the string

over it so the keys hang
down about three inches.

Hold the matehbook out in

your other hand, just

slightly below the level of

the pencil, stretching the

string taut.

What will happen when
you let go of the match-

book? If you are holding it

above a table, which will hit

the table first—the keys or

the matehbook? Your an-

swer will probably be
wrong (as mine was), but

take a guess, then try it

and see.

ANSWER

Incredibly, neither keys

nor matehbook hits the ta-

ble. The keys begin to fall

for a second, then the other

end of the string swings

down and the matehbook
rapidly winds itself around

the pencil several times,

preventing the keys from

falling any farther.

James suggests trying

the stunt with a china

coffee cup or someone's

borrowed watch, instead of

the keys. This will add
suspense and a threat of

possible disaster.

Practice over a bed a

few times to familiarize

yourself with the working of

the stunt and to assure

yourself that the disaster

won't become real.OQ



VIDEO SCANS

EAfUlES

"I save animals, recycle,

wear faded Levi's, order

Chinese food without MSG,"
writes biologist Tamara
Hoiyk-Gammelgard of Battle

Ground, Washington. "I

don't allow my children to

play with guns and other toy

weaponry, but I admit

that I zap animated fowl in

Nintendo's Duck Hunt.

It's a pleasure to release

aggression after a conflict

with my former spouse.

Of course, a friend once
caught me playing the

game and asked if my ther-

apist was on vacation."

Clandestine adult game
players like Holyk-Gammel-

gard are going public.

And they're enthusiastically

sharing game tips with

Omni readers.

When' playing Duck Hunt,

Holyk-Gammelgard sug-

gests, first close the cur-

tains. "Pretend that you're

Dirty Harry and the duck on
the video screen is an IRS

auditor, a dysfunctional

boss, or your child."

Jawin Westover also

vents his- professional frus-

trations on his computer
rather than on his superiors.

"With the KoalaPad graph-

ics system I can create

a picture of my boss and
then do whatever I'd do to

him if
I
really could,"

Westover says.

Not everyone, however,

can tolerate the repetitive

"music" of video games. It

not only gets on adult

nerves but can "end up
prominently featured in your

nightmares," says Charon
Dunn, a twenty-six-year-old

legal secretary from San
Francisco. Dunn, who
enjoys fantasy quests like
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The Legend oiZelda and
Ultima, suggests turning

down the video volume and
switching on your favorite

radio station.

Grace Zendejas of San
Antonio relaxes after work
by playing Mighty Bomb
Jack. "If you're ever in a jam
and cornered by enemies
in Mighty Bomb Jack,

just return to the previous

screen and then go back to

the screen you just left.

Voila! The enemies are all

gone," she says, adding,

"My son doesn't even know
that little secret!"

What's happening to the

world when mothers won't

share video game tips

with their own children? And
from time to time kids like

Nels Dachel of Fort Collins,

Colorado, can help you
out of a light video corner.

Dachel has found free

rubies in The Legend'
oiZelda. .jTo avoid paying

lor door repairs when
you. bomb your way into an

old man's house, press

the start button as soon as

he asks for payment," he

says. "When this gets you
back in the subscreen,

press the ur a, and select

buttons. You'll end up
back at the beginning of

the game, but you'll be
twenty-five rubies richer."

There's also a way to

make those Zelda bad guys
a bit more cordial or at

least easier to beat. "In lab-

yrinths with enemies of

different strengths, defeat

the weaker enemies and

leave the area," says Karl

Ross of Lancaster, Pennsyl-

vania. "When you return.

some of the stronger ene-

mies have sometimes
turned into weaker ones."

Okay, so you don't get

to show ofl your macho
adventurousness,

When it comes to getting

ahead, we'll accept any
competitive edge we can

get. Adrian Donez of Strat-

ford, Connecticut, for ex-

ample, can go to the sec-

ond quest in Zelda without

ever overcoming the rigors

of the first. 'Just type in

the name zelda instead of

your own before the start

of the game," he says.

It seems there are plenty

of unrevealed ways to

advance in Nintendo

games. But Jay Bullock of

Cincinnati claims you

can select a new level just

"by pressing the start,

a, and b buttons all at the

same time."

Fancy steering gets you

a choice of rounds in Se-

ga's Chpplifter, according to

Mike Hemphill of Chima-

cum, Washington. "Choose
your game round by go-

ing to the title screen and
pressing the ur down,
left, and right directional

buttons, and then

press button number one."

When flying the un-

friendly skies of Sega's After

Burner, Charles Boesel of

St. Louis suggests, pull the

joystick down and to the

right. "Hold it that way while

flying and you can keep
shooting missiles without

getting hit by the enemy."

But, he adds, it works

only in levels 1 through 12.

Sometimes a second
saved is a second gained,

even il you haven't really

earned it. After crashing in

Bad Racer, Jose Garcia

of Los Angeles tells us he
"keeps pressing the start

button until the car returns

to the center of the road." It

saves valuable time.

Pretty soon we may all

be trying to outcompete one
another with tips like these.

Each of our generous fellow

game players receives

$25. Happy gamebusting.

—Bob LindstromOO



STAR TECH
ACCESSING THE FUTURE

SPLASH HIT

Thi* is na ordinary bat

Cost: $39.95. Contact:

Spalding, Kearny,

lest*. Cesl: $49.95

cational Software,

Hew Haven, CT; (800)



TANK5 FOR
THE LIFT

Trapped motorists and .

oxygen-enriched

it os a room fresh-

ener for your lungs.

Cost; $13.99. Con-

NY; (716) 621-4400.

WIRE HAZARDS

With Walker's ELF-50B

levels of extremely
low frequency (ELf

)

elecrromagnofii radio-

gear. Cost: $225. Con-

tact: Walker Scientific,

Worcester, MA; (508)

8S2-M74.

JJ=W«ls'Ws»WWd

MOVING MAGIC

Steadicam JR permits

phers to shoot

design. Its monitor

permits picture viewing

too. Costi $579. Can-

IKr^mW'lJ*
r"«VM.,j
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WORD
By Jonathan Lowe

QWith the invention

of the portable He detector

it should become
possible foryou to shake a

broker's hand while

you're wearing invisible finger

sensors that will

tell you whether he's lying

3

Given the tendency toward mergers of

multinational corporations, what is the

future of Jhe small businessman? Will

there be only one or two supercom-
panies.dominating each inoustry.witn

little room to compete? Will McDonald's
deliver to our offices, or with computers
everywhere will we even have
offices—will we even get out of bed? As
we get nearer the new century, the role

of the entrepreneur becomes increas-

ingly blurred. Yes, there will still be
some independent daredevils living like

royalty, but they will not be running-

coffee shops. They will be... inventors.

Which means if you don't want-to

live in some high-rise condo or tract

house you'd better invent something.

Anything. And soon. Because it is

postulated that in- order to survive -then
'

in the style to which you've become
accustomed right now, you should: a)

patent ten new inventions and demon-
strate them to a small group of

Republicans; b) evaluate which of your

ten inventions garnered the most at-

tention and offers of funding; then c)

choose one invention and decline all

offers for it, sinking your last yen into its

production and promotion.

Remember, J. Paul Getty started as

an oil field roughneck and amassed
S4 billion by applying a very simple

idea—eliminating the middleman.
Thomas Edison had only three months
of formal schooling, yet he invented

the light bulb—simply by profiting from

his own mistakes. Al Eisen created

1..000 Flushes—and the rest is history.

The only thing you need to figure out

is what on Earth people will need.

Well. ..here are a few safe bets:

PROBABILITY CALCULATOR. Help-

ful for predicting everything from which
stocks will do well during thermonu-

clear war to finding a parking space at

the mall. Should be programmed to

integrate known data with unknown in

the establishment oi a correlation be-

tween the laws of probability and
Murphy's Law. Should be pocket-size,

even though it may prove useless in

determining something like which su-

permarket line will move faster (In all

likelihood, whichever line you choose is

going to be the slowest.)

BOREDOM PROGRAM. For ex-

dictators and ex-smugglers who
survived the first few weeks of retire-

ment and are now forced to live in

mobile homes and eat pizza 16 times a

week. By attaching electrodes to

their pizza faces, they're allowed to ex-

perience anything from Fleeing the

Coup to Space Shuttle Hijack or from

Postinvasion Bankruptcy to Apply-

ing Makeup With Tammy Faye...

and all without layovers or anchovies.

DEEP-SLEEP PILL. In a 75-year

lifetime, 25 years are spent asleep-.

What a waste, especially for those who
dream in black and white. But with a

new kind of sleeping pill that induces

deep (or REM) sleep instantly, it might

only be necessary to nap for 20 min-

utes, creating an extra seven hours and
40 minutes a day and effectively dou-

bling one's salary.

BURGER ON A STRING. Burgers

that can be eaten again and again. And
again. (With or without cheese.)

EMPATHIC PLANT. Low-stress plants

that talk back. Ve...ry...sl...ow...ly

PORTABLE LIE DETECTOR. Will let

you shake a broker's hand while you're

wearing invisible finger sensors that

tell if he's lying. (Should also be able to

separate Mr. Right from Mr. Wrong,
Mr. Maybe, and Mr. Ed.)

BRAIN FARM. For farmers paid not

to plant of couch potatoes paid not to

work. Because we use only a small

portion of our brains anyway, why hot

fax the rest out on a user fee basis? No
longer would it be just IBMs or Apples
but also Emily Pike of Grand Junction,

Iowa, otherwise known as Cerebral

Cortex 67333-GJt, or simply Granny.

MULTIUSE NEWSPRINT The addi-

tion of blueing to the sports section

would increase the whiteness of your

wash. Concurrently, the remaining

paper's distribution would be: headline

news—for dishwashers; editorials—for

pimples and acne; classifieds—pup
tents for the homeless; comics—for

acid indigestion.

VIDEO PET. Future genetics

postulates there"will be canine and
feline mood drugs, in that case, vicious

and deluded creatures, bands of cats

mating indiscriminately, might eventu-

ally take over junkyards, alleyways, and
nuclear power plants. Attack poodles,

trained by Detroit, might even hide

under Japanese imports, bite the

ankles of owners, and make off with

their keys. (Trainers of the Toyota

terrier—formerly the Datsun dachs-

hund—will have no choice then but to

adapt to the changing design features

of impprted jetmobiles by creating the

Kamikaze collie.) No. For John Q.

Public what we need is a 3-D canary,

taking requests, eating no birdseed,

and leaving no droppings. Or a

hPlographic spaniel bringing a pair of

laser-light slippers.

Of course none of your inventions will

very likely keep down global warming,

fix theozone hole, or prevent the baby
bpomers from busting Social Security.

But you do your best.
' The good news is if you succeed with

some radical new invention, you

may be able to live like royalty, avoiding

boredom and death. The bad news is

you may have to work extra hard

on a tax loophole if you expect to pay
your insurance premiums. DO
Jonathan Lowe, a postal clerk from Tucson,

Arizona, some/:; vies n.'a/s soUtsire with a

larot deck thai keeps ptedic'k'g his ambu-
.",
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